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 Homologous recombination (HR) plays a critical role in many important cellular 
processes, including the resolution of stalled replication forks. HR must be highly regulated 
within the cell because aberrant recombination can introduce gene deletions as well as structural 
barriers to genetic replication and repair; various families of proteins have evolved in different 
organisms to achieve this regulation.  
The bacterial DNA-binding protein RecA is one such prototypical agent that promotes 
HR. It forms helical nucleoprotein filaments on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) that act as HR 
loci. The assembly and disassembly of RecA filaments are dynamic, and depend on the ATPase 
cycle of the protein. Both processes are subject to modulation and regulation by other factors. 
RecA filaments can be actively removed from DNA by non-replicative helicases such as PcrA 
(present in Gram-positive bacteria such as Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus 
pneumoniae) and UvrD (present in Gram-negative bacteria such as Escherichia coli and 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa), and deletion of either of these leads to dysregulation of HR, which 
suggests that they play an important role in regulating HR via the removal of RecA filaments. 
We used single-molecule FRET (smFRET) to further investigate this removal and discovered 
that the ATPase activity of RecA is required for it to occur. The exquisite sensitivity of the single 
molecule technique allowed us to observe individual, short RecA filaments on ssDNA, as well as 
how PcrA disrupts them.  
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Matthew V. Fagerburg, PhD 
University of Pittsburgh, 2011
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The work described in this dissertation highlights a novel mechanistic component in the 
regulation of RecA, namely the crucial role that its ATPase activity plays in filament removal by 
PcrA. 
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...the soul at dawn is like darkened water that slowly 
begins to say Thank you, thank you…  
 
 
-Rumi 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 BACTERIAL RECOMBINATION 
Homologous recombination (HR) is a process by which stretches of DNA that are similar, 
though not necessarily identical in sequence, are exchanged within a genome (Kowalczykowski 
et al. 1994). Mechanisms and molecular machineries that support this process are conserved 
across all kingdoms of life, as well as viruses (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994). Paradoxically, HR 
is important for both generating genetic diversity (by enabling large-scale rearrangement, 
copying, and deletion of genetic sequences) and also for maintaining the genomic integrity; this 
latter function is achieved by HR’s role in both DNA repair and replication restart pathways 
(Lusetti and Cox 2002). Evidence highlighting HR’s roles in vivo comes from experiments 
showing: (1) bacterial mutants lacking HR components accumulate DNA damage, (2) HR-
compromised organisms are unable to complete meiotic divisions and sexually reproduce, and 
(3) the development of cancers in multicellular organisms with defects in HR pathways (Opresko 
et al., 2003; Wu and Hickson, 2006; Bachrati and Hickson, 2008; Martinez-Perez and 
Colaiácovo, 2009; Yanowitz, 2010; Ayora et al., 2011).  
One of the two basic models for HR was proposed by Robert Holliday in 1964 (Holliday, 
1964) to explain inheritance patterns that did not conform to Mendelian rules. In Holliday’s 
original model one of a pair of homologous DNA molecules having a single-strand nick 
displaces the nicked strand on the sister dsDNA molecule, giving rise to a dynamic crossover 
structure called a Holliday junction (HJ, Figure 1-1). It is possible for this HJ to migrate many 
hundreds or thousands of base pairs (Panyutin and Hsieh, 1994; Palets et al., 2010) before 
another set of single stranded nicks terminates the process, resulting in the swap of a continuous 
stretch of genetic sequence (Figure 1-1: Holliday model for HR featuring a HJ intermediate.). In 
vivo, such a swap may be permanently incorporated into the organism’s genome through the 
 3 
 
 
Figure 1-1: Holliday model for HR featuring a HJ intermediate. 
Robert Holliday’s proposed model for HR begins with two homologous dsDNA molecules: one 
with a nick in its 5’ strand, and the other with a nick in its 3’ strand. These nicks allow each 
ssDNA strand to cross-over and invade the opposite dsDNA, displacing the original 
(homologous) template strand and creating a mobile HJ structure (shown in box; PDB 3CRX 
(Gopaul et al., 1998). This HJ can migrate along the dsDNA substrates, causing further strand 
 4 
displacement in the dsDNAs. Ultimately, the HJ is resolved, resulting in the exchange of 
homologous sequence (figure based on (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994)). 
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actions of the cellular genetic repair machinery (West, 1997). 
It is useful to consider the process of HR to be divided into four discrete steps: initiation, 
homologous pairing/strand exchange, heteroduplex extension, and resolution (Kowalczykowski 
et al., 1994; Heyer, 2007). The phases of homology search and exchange of DNA strands during 
the recombination reaction are reconstituted in vitro by adding RecA or Rad51 to DNA 
substrates that harbor sequence homology and following the physical swapping of one of strands 
from one substrate for its complementary strand derived from another substrate molecule 
(Kowalczykowski et al., 1994). In vitro DNA strand exchange reactions mediated by RecA have 
been helpful in identifying the biochemical activities of RecA that are essential for supporting 
this reaction and also for investigating the regulation of the strand exchange activity of RecA by 
other proteins (Cox and Lehman, 1981; DasGupta et al., 1981; Lindsley and Cox, 1990; Rosselli 
and Stasiak, 1991; Kim et al., 1992; Kowalczykowski and Krupp, 1995; Veaute et al., 2005; 
Anand et al., 2007; Cox, 2007b; Singh et al., 2010). For example, it has been shown that 
helicases such as PcrA and UvrD can inhibit DNA strand exchange mediated by RecA in vitro 
(Veaute et al., 2005; Anand et al., 2007; Park et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2010). 
1.1.1 Rescue of Stalled Bacterial Replication Forks via Double Strand Break Repair 
From the earliest experiments leading to the discovery of RecA, it has been clear that 
recombination machinery plays a role in resistance to UV DNA damage (Clark and Margulies 
1965). Further research in the past decades has demonstrated that one of the major cellular 
functions of homologous recombination is to support replication restart (Lusetti and Cox, 2002). 
The process of DNA replication is complex; it is coordinated by many different proteins that 
assemble a replisome at a dynamic structure called a replication fork (Figure 1-2), (Benkovic et 
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al., 2001). In bacteria, replicative helicases like DnaB unwind dsDNA at the forefront of the fork, 
allowing subsequent copying of the exposed ssDNA by polymerases. However, replication forks 
cannot progress uninterrupted through DNA lesions, resulting in a relatively high proportion of 
forks (10-20%) that are halted at some point (Lusetti and Cox, 2002). When such a stoppage 
occurs, it is the process of HR that rescues the stalled fork by assisting in the repair of the 
damage and allowing replication to resume (Lusetti and Cox, 2002).  
Although the exact repair pathway that is followed depends on the nature of the DNA 
damage, in all cases the stalled fork must move through the four stages of HR in order to be 
rescued. For the sake of simplicity, the rescue of a fork in which a dsDNA break (DSB) is 
generated will be considered here (Figure 1-3). DSBs are generated by incident UV-radiation or 
attack by chemical radicals (Lusetti and Cox, 2002) and must be repaired if the cell is to remain 
viable. Such a scenario can result from a ssDNA nick in either the leading or lagging strand of 
the template DNA (Figure 1-3).  
The HR repair of a DSB begins with the initiation stage, where the terminated fragment 
of the DSB is selectively degraded to produce a ssDNA overhang primed for homologous paring 
with a sister dsDNA molecule (Figure 1-3) (Lusetti and Cox, 2002). Thus prepared, strand 
exchange begins as the ssDNA undertakes a search for homologous dsDNA sequence and 
initiates a strand invasion once a suitable target is discovered. As the invading ssDNA displaces 
more and more sequence within the duplex, a Holliday junction is created; the migration of this 
HJ extends the heteroduplex regions in each dsDNA. At some point, the HJ is resolved, and the 
HR process reaches its conclusion. At this point a replication fork can be restarted, as the initial 
DNA lesion has been resolved.    
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Figure 1-2: A simplified model replication fork. 
The bacterial replication fork is a complicated and dynamic structure involving the coordination 
of many different protein machineries. Shown here is a simplified model fork showcasing some 
of the key proteins required for DNA replication (figure based on (Johnson and O’Donnell, 
2005)). Topoisomerases ahead of the fork relieve torsional stress produced by the helicases 
responsible for unwinding the dsDNA at the fork. As the dsDNA is unwound for replication, the 
resulting ssDNA templates are protected by SSB protein until they are copied by DNA Pol III 
complexes. Not shown are the many additional proteins that play a role in assembling, 
maintaining and regulating an active replication fork.   
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Figure 1-3: Proposed pathway for the repair of a replication fork compromised by a nick in 
the leading template strand. 
Such a nick produces a DSB, arresting replication. The terminated DNA is processed to a 5’ 
ssDNA overhang which can then participate in HR via strand exchange with the sister molecule. 
After branch migration and resolution of the HJ, the replication fork can reassemble and continue 
its progress (figure based on (Lusetti and Cox, 2002)).   
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1.1.2 Mediators and Regulators of Bacterial Homologous Recombination 
Every stage of HR is coordinated by multiple protein factors (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994); 
families of proteins with similar functions operate at each stage across the kingdoms of life 
(Table 1-1). In the bacterial (E. coli) system the most prominent players in HR are proteins of the 
Rec family (proteins isolated in screens for recombination deficiency), Ruv family (proteins 
isolated for screens for UV resistance), Single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB), DNA 
polymerases and DNA ligases (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994). Among these proteins, members 
of the RecA/Rad51 family have the unique ability to search for sequence homology and 
physically exchange DNA strands by aligning homologous sequences within their active sites 
(Chen et al., 2008). The role of other proteins is to regulate the activity of RecA and complete 
the cascade of reactions by resolving the structures that arise from the activity of RecA. This 
involves various activities such as DNA unwinding (helicases), stabilization of ssDNA (SSB), 
nicking and closing of DNA (resolvases), synthesis of new DNA (polymerases) and sealing of 
nicks (ligases) (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994). 
In the case of DSB repair by HR, the first task to be undertaken is the generation of a 
ssDNA template suitable for homologous pairing (Figure 1-3). RecBCD, a complex consisting of 
three proteins, possesses both helicase and nuclease activity capable of chewing up one strand 
from the end of the DSB; however, other proteins such as RecQ (a helicase) and RecE (a 
nuclease) can achieve the same result. RecA then binds and rapidly polymerizes on the ssDNA 
template, forming a presynaptic filament complex that is capable of rapidly and efficiently 
searching for sequence homology (Figure 1-4) (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994). The binding of 
RecA is influenced by other proteins, notably the RecFOR complex, which appears to target 
 10 
Table 1-1: Comparison of some homologous recombination proteins across several species.  
(adapted from (Heyer, 2007)) 
Stage E. coli S. cerevisiae H. sapien 
Initiation 
 
RecBCD - - 
RecQ Sgs1 RecQL, RecQ4, recQ5, BLM, WRN 
UvrD, PcrA Srs2 Fbh1(?) 
Homologous 
pairing and DNA 
strand exchange 
RecA Rad51, Dmc1 Rad51, Dmc1 
SSB RPA RPA 
RecF(R) Rad55-Rad57 Xrcc3-Rad51C 
RecO(R) Rad52 Rad52 
DNA Heteroduplex 
extension 
RuvAB Rad54 Rad54 
RecQ Sgs1 RecQL, RecQ4, RecQ5, BLM, WRN 
Resolution 
RuvC - Resolvase A 
RecQ-TopoIII Sgs1-TopoIII-Rmi1 
BLM-TopoIIIalpha-
BLAP75 
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RecA binding to ssDNA [(Umezu et al., 1993; Bork et al., 2001; Morimatsu and 
Kowalczykowski, 2003). RecA nucleoprotein filaments drive HR and branch migration (Cox, 
2007a; Rossi et al., 2011); after facilitating the initial homology search, such a filament catalyzes 
homologous pairing through strand exchange by hydrolyzing ATP, driving forward the stages of 
homologous pairing and heteroduplex extension.  
Once homologous pairing has been initiated, proteins such as RecG and the RuvAB 
complex can act to drive the extension of the heteroduplex region by directly affecting the 
branch migration of the HJ. RecA also plays a role in this stage, using the energy of ATP 
hydrolysis to drive the strand exchange reaction forward (Kim et al., 1992; Rehrauer and 
Kowalczykowski, 1993; Cox, 1994; Kowalczykowski and Krupp, 1995). It has also been shown 
to interact with and possibly affect the dynamics of HJs (Rossi et al., 2011). HR is terminated by 
the scission of the migrating HJ and subsequent religation of the resulting recombination 
products. Nucleases such as RuvC that specifically cleave HJ substrates play a key role at this 
stage (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994).  
There are conflicting views about the relative contributions of the branch migration activity of 
RecA compared to that of RuvABC, another protein complex that plays an essential role in HR 
(West and Connolly, 1992; Cox, 2007a; Rossi et al., 2011). However, it is clear that considering 
the key role played by RecA in initiating HR, regulation of RecA’s activities can have dramatic 
effect on the progression of HR. While some proteins (e.g., RecFOR) promote RecA’s activity, 
others such as RecX, DinI and PsiB negatively modulate its ability to bind ssDNA by different 
mechanisms [(Drees et al., 2004; Renzette et al., 2007; Cox, 2007b; Petrova et al., 2009). RecA 
can also be displaced from DNA by helicases such as UvrD and PcrA (Veaute et al. 2005; Syam 
P Anand et al. 2007; Centore and Sandler 2007). 
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Figure 1-4: Model of RecA filament formation on duplex DNA.  
After a slow nucleation step (possibly involving multiple RecA monomers), RecA filament 
polymerizes on DNA in a 5’ -> 3’ direction. Filament de-polymerization also occurs in a 5’ -> 3’ 
direction as terminal RecA monomers hydrolyze ATP (figure based on (Lusetti and Cox, 2002)).   
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1.1.3 Disruption of DNA-Bound Proteins and Barriers by Translocases 
Translocases are motor proteins that use energy from NTP hydrolysis to track along DNA or 
RNA in a biased direction; helicases are effectively a subclass of translocases that also catalyze 
the separation of double-stranded nucleic acids (Matson et al., 1994; Lohman et al., 2008). 
Translocases are believed to play important roles in cellular processes, by removing barriers 
consisting of proteins bound to DNA/RNA and nucleic acid secondary structures like hairpins 
and G-quadruplex DNA (Yeruva and Raney, 2010). Such barriers are assumed to hinder 
processes like DNA replication and repair, transcription, and translation of mRNA (Lohman et 
al., 2008). In eukaryotes, where the majority of the genome is bound up in nucleosomes, many 
chromatin remodelers have been found to contain structural homology with translocase domains, 
which enables them to shift the positions of nucleosomes in vivo (Fyodorov and Kadonaga, 
2001; Racki et al., 2009). 
Although it may be naively assumed that translocases remove all such barriers by 
physical ‘brute force’ pushing, experiments suggest that a range of removal mechanisms are 
employed (Anand et al., 2007; Antony et al., 2009; Finkelstein et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2010; 
Ward et al., 2010). Interestingly, in some cases it appears that the removal of bound protein from 
DNA depends on species-specific protein interactions, suggesting that subtle mechanisms have 
been allosterically tuned by evolution for tight control (Singh et al., 2010).  
Several of the components in RecA-mediated HR have been studied in terms of their 
ability to remove bound proteins (or to be removed themselves), revealing a diversity of removal 
mechanisms. Eric Green and coworkers studied the ability of RecBCD translocase to remove a 
variety of protein targets from DNA, and found that different models were required to explain 
the mechanism of barrier ejection, depending on what the barrier protein was (Finkelstein et al., 
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2010). All of these studies involved barriers that were either single proteins or small complexes; 
an intriguing question is whether there is a limit to the amount of force that a given translocase 
can generate, and thus a limit on the types of barriers it could conceivably remove.  
Of particular interest in this regard is the challenge involved in removing a nascent RecA 
filament, which may consist of many hundreds of polymerized RecA monomers bound to the 
DNA. It seems unlikely that a single translocase or even a serial train of translocases could 
generate enough force to dislodge such a formidable obstacle. One potential solution to this 
dilemma involves the translocase effecting a change in the target protein’s DNA binding affinity, 
rendering it easier to displace. Studies on the eukaryotic Rad51/Srs2 suggest that the helicase 
Srs2 removes Rad51 filaments by stimulating their ATPase activity, which in turn destabilizes 
their DNA binding affinity (Antony et al., 2009).  
1.2 THE RECA RECOMBINASE 
RecA was identified in a screen for enzymatic components that support recombination in E. coli 
(Clark and Margulies, 1965). The basal level of RecA expression in vivo is estimated to be ~10k 
copies/cell; these levels are increased in response to DNA damage, with as many as 80k proteins 
estimated to be present post induction (Gudas and Pardee, 1976; Sommer et al., 1998; Cox, 
2003). Further research has shown that RecA induction is a key player in a coordinated process 
called the SOS response that inhibits DNA synthesis and cell division until DNA damage is 
repaired (Witkin, 1991).  
RecA is the prototypical bacterial recombinase protein, responsible for catalyzing the 
strand exchange activity that is the hallmark of HR (Howard-Flanders et al., 1984). RecA 
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homologs are present in all organisms (e.g., Rad51 in yeast; (Shinohara et al., 1992)), and are 
also present in bacteriophages such as T4 (Table 1-1) (Kodadek et al., 1988; Beernink and 
Morrical, 1999). In addition to its strand exchange activity, RecA appears to have two additional 
functions in vivo: regulation of the SOS response (by promoting LexA proteolysis), as well as the 
mutagenic bypass of lesions during SOS (Witkin 1991; Pham et al. 2001; Gruenig et al. 2008; 
Long, Renzette, and Sandler 2009; Storz and Hengge-Aronis 2000). 
RecA’s strand exchange activity is dependent on its ability to form long, dynamic 
nucleoprotein filaments (Menetski et al., 1990; Rehrauer and Kowalczykowski, 1993; 
Kowalczykowski and Krupp, 1995). The formation and stability of these filaments are modulated 
by many other proteins, some of which are identified in section 1.1.2. Although much is known 
about the biochemical activity of RecA, there remain many unanswered questions concerning the 
details of its interaction with DNA and the exact role that its ATPase activity plays in vivo (Cox, 
1994; Cox et al., 2005). 
1.2.1 RecA Structure 
RecA is a 37.8 kDa protein with three distinct structural domains (Figure 1-5) (Story and Steitz, 
1992). It binds and hydrolyzes ATP, and the presence of DNA accelerates this activity 
dramatically (Menetski and Kowalczykowski, 1985; Bianco and Weinstock, 1996). A variety of 
RecA crystal structures have been solved containing different NTP analogs, and these exhibit 
significant structural variations that probably reflect active and inactive forms of the protein 
(Story and Steitz, 1992; Yu and Egelman, 1992; Xing and Bell, 2004). Recently, the co-crystal 
structure of RecA in complex with ssDNA and dsDNA substrates have been solved with high 
resolution giving us a unique glimpse into the unique chemical, physical and structural bases of 
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homology-search and strand exchange mediated by the scaffolding formed by polymers of RecA 
on DNA (Chen et al., 2008).  
A single RecA monomer has a binding footprint of ~3 nucleotides, and filaments 
assemble in a 5’ to 3’ direction as a right-handed helix around DNA with six RecA monomers 
per turn (Yu et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2008). A deep groove spirals around the filament, and (in a 
ssDNA filament) this is where a target homologous DNA molecule is believed to bind. DNA 
within the filament is underwound and stretched by a factor of approximately 1.5 (Stasiak and Di 
Capua, 1982; Pugh et al., 1989); it has been suggested that this underwound state may facilitate 
homology search (Story and Steitz, 1992; Chen et al., 2008).  
The core domain of RecA is the most highly conserved (Figure 1-5), and shares structural 
similarity with hexameric helicases and also F1-ATPase (Story et al., 1993; Bird et al., 1998). It 
contains a Walker-A box motif that binds NTPs and NTP-analogs (Walker et al., 1982; Story et 
al., 1993).  Also within this core domain are two disordered loops (L1 and L2, Figure 1-5) that 
have been shown to be involved in DNA binding (Malkov and Camerini-Otero, 1995). 
The C-terminal domain exhibits considerably less sequence conservation across species, 
although it is generally rich in negatively-charged amino acids (Roca and Cox, 1997). It appears 
to play a distinct role in autoregulating RecA’s activity in vivo (Lusetti and Cox, 2002). C-
terminal deletion mutants have enhanced binding affinities for DNA, and are also able to more 
effectively compete with SSB for binding sites on ssDNA (Tateishi et al., 1992; Lusetti et al., 
2003). In addition, RecA’s non-recombinagenic functions are also enhanced by deletion of its C-
terminal amino acids (Lusetti and Cox, 2002; Schlacher et al., 2006). 
Comparatively less is known about the N-terminal domain of RecA, although there is 
evidence that it is involved in DNA binding (Lee and Wang, 2009). Due to its proximal location,  
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Figure 1-5: Crystal structure of E. coli RecA protein. 
(A) E. coli RecA crystal structure with ATP binding pocket and DNA-binding loops L1 and L2 
identified. Subsequent work has suggested that this is the conformation of the low-affinity DNA 
binding form of the protein. (Figure was constructed from the PDB file 2REB (Story and Steitz, 
1992)). (B) Sequence comparisons among various RecA homologs showing highly conserved 
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central domain and varying lengths of both N- and C-terminal domains. (Figure based on 
(Lusetti and Cox, 2002)). 
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it is likely to be involved in monomer-monomer interactions within RecA filaments (Story and 
Steitz, 1992; Chen et al., 2008). 
1.2.2 RecA Filaments and Activity 
In order to catalyze strand exchange in vivo, RecA forms long nucleoprotein filaments on DNA 
that promote homologous sequence exchange in an ATP dependent reaction (Stasiak et al., 1981; 
Stasiak and Di Capua, 1982; Howard-Flanders et al., 1984). Although RecA filaments are 
formed on both ssDNA as well as dsDNA, initial binding occurs much faster on ssDNA 
(Menetski and Kowalczykowski, 1985; Kowalczykowski et al., 1987), and ssDNA filaments are 
likely the most important in HR (Chen et al., 2008). Once a ssDNA-RecA filament has formed, it 
searches out and pairs with a homologous dsDNA region and strand exchange ensues 
(Kowalczykowski et al., 1994). The strand exchange activity of RecA filaments is readily 
assayed in vitro using purified RecA and labeled DNA (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994). 
RecA nucleofilaments are dynamic, and their assembly and disassembly are principally 
driven by the hydrolysis of ATP (Cox, 1994; Cox et al., 2005). RecA polymerizes on DNA 
primarily in the 5’ -> 3’ direction, and this is the same direction in which filaments disassemble 
(Figure 1-4) (Register and Griffith, 1985; Lindsley and Cox, 1990). Filament assembly begins 
with a relatively slow nucleation step, where one or a few monomers of RecA bind to DNA 
(Figure 1-4) (Kowalczykowski et al., 1987). Subsequent addition of RecA monomers to the 
filament is rapid and cooperative, and this cooperativity complicates the measurement of binding 
affinity values for RecA (Lusetti and Cox, 2002). There is a paucity of reported values for the 
rates of filament assembly, although values from recent single molecule experiments suggest a 
range of 2-7 monomers/s (Galletto et al., 2006; Joo et al., 2006). Filament disassembly occurs as 
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RecA molecules hydrolyze ATP and have been shown to be around 1 monomer/s on ssDNA 
(Arenson et al., 1999; Joo et al., 2006). The rates of polymerization on ssDNA and dsDNA differ 
as nucleation occurs more readily on ssDNA and often leads to multiple nucleation events (Joo et 
al., 2006). The rate of polymerization on dsDNA has been estimated to be 12 monomers/s 
(Shivashankar et al., 1999). 
The overall stability of RecA filaments depends on the binding affinity of the RecA 
monomers for DNA, and this affinity is in turn affected by the state of RecA ATP hydrolysis 
within the protein (Menetski and Kowalczykowski, 1985). RecA with bound ATP has a 
significantly higher binding affinity for DNA than RecA with bound ADP; this suggests that the 
ATPase activity of RecA plays a central role in destabilizing filaments. When RecA binds the 
negligibly-hydrolyzed analog ATPγS, filament stability is dramatically enhanced (Menetski and 
Kowalczykowski, 1985; Joo et al., 2006). Similarly, RecA mutants that bind ATP but that 
exhibit compromised ATPase activity also yield exceptionally stable filaments (Rehrauer and 
Kowalczykowski, 1993; Campbell and Davis, 1999a). Such mutations inhibit strand exchange 
activity, but not joint molecule formation. It should be noted that ATP is hydrolyzed uniformly 
throughout the RecA filament (under ATP-saturating conditions the kcat of RecA is ~30/min on 
ssDNA (Lusetti and Cox, 2002)); given such robust activity, why do RecA filaments remain 
stable at all? In general, RecA dissociation from a filament occurs only at the 5’ end, suggesting 
that within the filament, RecA binding to the DNA is stabilized by monomer-monomer contacts 
(Story et al., 1992; Mikawa et al., 1998; Cox et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2008). The greater rate of 
filament assembly compared to disassembly also plays a role in filament longevity, and RecA 
monomers that dissociate can likely join the filament at its growing end, although this has not 
been experimentally demonstrated.     
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In addition to its effects on filament stability, RecA ATPase is also required for 
homologous strand exchange to take place, but its role in this process is not entirely clear (Cox, 
1994,  2007a; Cox et al., 2005). Such activity appears to be necessary in order to surmount 
secondary structure barriers within the homologous DNA, including long regions of heterologous 
sequence (Rosselli and Stasiak, 1991; Kim et al., 1992). Various models have been proposed to 
explain the mechanism behind this requirement. Among the different models, the facilitated 
rotation model proposes that coordinated ATPase activity of RecA filaments help in the branch 
migration activity of RecA during DNA strand exchange reaction (Menetski et al., 1990; Cox, 
2007a). However, definitive experiments to demonstrate rotation of DNA during strand 
exchange have yet to be performed. Recent single molecule experiments measured the strand 
exchange activity of RecA in real time. These studies demonstrated that the exchange occurs in 3 
bp steps, an expectation arising from the structure of RecA filaments, where each monomer of 
RecA associates with 3 bases on the DNA (Ragunathan et al., 2011). 
1.3 THE PCRA HELICASE 
PcrA (Plasmid copy reduced) is a chromosomally encoded DNA helicase that was 
identified in a screen for genes that affected the rolling circle replication of plasmid pT181 
(Iordanescu, 1993). Subsequent studies have revealed that PcrA is an essential helicase in Gram-
positive bacteria such as S. aureus and Streptococcus pneumoniaie (Petit et al., 1998; Ruiz-Masó 
et al., 2006; Chaudhuri et al., 2009). Genome sequences of Gram-positive bacteria show the 
presence of a PcrA homolog (Yu et al., 2007). PcrA was shown to unwind plasmid pT181 in 
vitro and in S. aureus cell extracts and its unwinding action was shown to be essential for the 
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replication of plasmid pT181 (Petit et al., 1998; Chang et al., 2002; Anand et al., 2004,  2005). 
Studies in B. subtilis have shown that PcrA is involved in DNA UV repair and complements the 
UV repair phenotype of E coli mutants of UvrD (Petit et al., 1998). Cells expressing PcrA 
mutants exhibit hyper-recombinogenic phenotypes, and PcrA has been shown to block RecA-
mediated strand exchange by displacing RecA, strongly suggesting that its role in HR involves 
mediation of RecA’s function (Petit and Ehrlich, 2002; Anand et al., 2007). 
1.3.1 PcrA Structure and Function 
PcrA is a bacterial super-family 1 (SF1) helicase that shares homology with the E. coli helicases 
UvrD and Rep (Gorbalenya et al., 1989; Singleton and Wigley, 2002). Crystal structures of 
Geobacillus stearothermophilus PcrA reveal four distinct structural domains and also reveal its 
interaction with a partial DNA duplex structure (Figure 1-6) (Subramanya et al., 1996; Velankar 
et al., 1999). Domains 1A and 2A define the region that binds and hydrolyzes ATP, while 
domains 2B and 1B interact with the dsDNA and ssDNA, respectively (Figure 1-6) (Velankar et 
al., 1999). Coupled movements of these domains are believed to convert energy from ATP 
hydrolysis into translocase/helicase activity, and an ‘inchworm model’ has been proposed to 
describe monomeric PcrA’s movement on DNA (Soultanas and Wigley, 2001).  
 Like its homologs Rep and UvrD, monomeric PcrA is an efficient and processive ssDNA 
translocase that travels in the 3’ -> 5’ direction, but that fails to exhibit any helicase activity in 
vitro (Niedziela-Majka et al., 2007). Curiously, deletion of the 2B domain activates a monomeric 
helicase activity in the homologous Rep helicase, suggesting that an interaction between this 
domain and dsDNA may be inhibitory (Brendza et al., 2005). At high concentrations of PcrA in  
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Figure 1-6: Crystal structure of Geobacillus stearothermophilus PcrA protein.  
View of the PDB 3PJR structure; the four domains are labeled and color-coded according to 
(Velankar et al., 1999). 
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vitro, the protein exhibits robust helicase activity, suggesting that oligomerization of the protein 
is required for unwinding DNA (Niedziela-Majka et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2008).  
In the absence of ATP, PcrA binds to a variety of DNA substrates, showing a preference 
for substrates that feature 5’ ssDNA hairpin structures (Anand and Khan, 2004). Similar to Rep 
helicase, monomeric PcrA can also stably bind to a ss/dsDNA junction with a 5’ ssDNA tail; 
when ATP is present, PcrA will repetitively process this tail through its 3’ to 5’ translocase 
activity (Park et al., 2010). PcrA binds to ss/ds junctions tightly with a well-defined footprint 
(Soultanas et al., 2000).  
In vivo, suppressors of PcrA knock-out map to the recFOR cluster. These results suggest 
a role for PcrA in the regulation of RecA-mediated recombination (Petit and Ehrlich, 2002), and 
indeed, PcrA blocks RecA-mediated strand exchange in vitro (Anand et al., 2007). Like UvrD 
(but unlike its other close homolog, the Rep helicase), it has been shown to remove RecA from 
ssDNA (Veaute et al., 2005; Anand et al., 2007); curiously however, this activity persists even in 
PcrA mutants that lack ATPase activity (Anand et al., 2007). This calls into question a proposed 
model of PcrA-mediated RecA filament removal that suggests that PcrA’s translocase activity is 
solely responsible for knocking RecA off of ssDNA (Park et al., 2010). Intriguingly, the 
eukaryotic homolog of PcrA, Srs2 has been shown to remove Rad51 filaments by stimulating the 
ATPase activity of Rad51, which results in destabilization of the filaments (Antony et al., 2009). 
It should be noted that like PcrA, Rad51’s ATPase and helicase activities are dispensable for 
regulating its associated recombinase (Ward et al., 2010).  
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1.4 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Bacterial models of HR highlight the central importance of filaments formed by the recombinase 
proteins RecA/Rad51 and suggest that several HR regulation pathways target these 
recombinases. One mode of regulation that is employed in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes is 
the physical disassembly of RecA/Rad51 nucleoprotein filaments by helicases such as UvrD, 
PcrA and Srs2 (Krejci et al., 2003; Veaute et al., 2003,  2005; Anand et al., 2007; Antony et al., 
2009).  
The first study that reported PcrA-mediated displacement of RecA from DNA also 
showed that the ATPase and helicase activities of the protein are not essential for this activity 
(Anand et al., 2007). This study suggested a potential role for the affinity of RecA for DNA in 
PcrA-mediated RecA displacement because helicase mutants that disrupted RecA-ATP filaments 
did not disrupt RecA-dATP filaments efficiently. It is known that RecA-dATP filaments bind 
more tightly to the DNA compared to RecA-ATP filaments (Menetski and Kowalczykowski, 
1989). 
Since the nucleotide bound state of RecA determines the stability of RecA filaments, we 
tested the role of the ATPase activity of RecA in PcrA-mediated disruption of its filaments. We 
hypothesize that RecA’s ATPase activity is required to produce the lower affinity ADP-bound 
state of the protein on DNA, which is then prone to displacement by PcrA. Recent spectroscopic 
studies of Rad51 filament removal by Srs2 suggest a similar role for the ATPase activity of 
Rad51, lending further support to this hypothesis (Antony et al., 2009). 
 Our first goal was to develop a total internal reflection microscope capable of single 
molecule measurement that can be used for helicase/recombinase studies. This involved the 
extensive rebuild of an existing system, including the incorporation of an additional laser path, 
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testing and characterization of this augmented instrument, and development of best practices for 
data analysis (Fagerburg and Leuba, 2011).   
 The second goal was to examine the mechanism of disruption RecA filaments by PcrA in 
more detail. Single molecule experiments were performed to determine whether RecA’s ATPase 
activity is necessary for the disassembly of filaments by a translocating PcrA. We used an 
ATPase-mutant of RecA, as well as negligibly hydrolysable ATP analogs to directly probe PcrA-
mediated disruption of RecA filaments. 
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2.0  SINGLE MOLECULE FRET 
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2.1 PRINCIPLES OF SINGLE MOLECULE FRET 
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a physical process by which electronic excitation 
energy is transferred from one fluorophore to another, without the generation of a measurable 
photon (Förster, 1960; Lakowicz, 2006). The basic phenomenon is named after Dr. Theodor 
Förster, who published a complete mathematical description of this mechanism (Förster, 1948). 
It is a near-field optical phenomenon, taking place over length scales (typically 1 – 10 nm) that 
are considerably shorter than the excitation wavelengths involved (hundreds of nanometers for 
optical wavelengths) (Förster, 1960). The efficiency of FRET depends sensitively on the distance 
separating the two fluorophores as well as the orientation between them, and it can thus be 
employed as a ‘molecular ruler’ to optically measure distances well below the diffraction limit 
(Stryer and Haugland, 1967). Recent advances in single molecule detection and imaging have 
enabled the measurement of FRET between single, molecular fluorophore pairs (Ha et al., 1996; 
Ha, 2001), providing the opportunity to directly observe and measure the dynamics of individual 
bio-macromolecules (Weiss, 1999).   
FRET can be explained using classical electromagnetic theory, and modeling each 
fluorophore as an electric dipole; typically, these fluorophores are small organic molecules 
(Figure 2-1) (Förster, 1960; Clegg, Robert M., 1992). One of these fluorophores, the ‘donor’, is 
stimulated (by absorbing a photon) into an excited state and, provided that certain conditions are 
met (see discussion below), can transfer this excitation energy to the second, ‘acceptor’ 
fluorophore via a long range electrostatic dipole-dipole interaction. It is this transfer of energy 
via interaction of the fluorophores’ electric dipole moments that is called ‘FRET.’ FRET is only 
one of the mechanisms by which the donor can dissipate its excitation energy; other mechanisms 
include the emission of a photon, collisional quenching with other molecules, or quantum 
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mechanical mechanisms such as internal conversion and/or inter-systems crossing (Gell et al., 
2006; Lakowicz, 2006). The amount of time that the donor spends in an excited state is related 
inversely to the sum of all of the rates at which these relaxation processes occur:  
 
            2-1 
 
Here  is the life time (in seconds) of the donor molecule’s excited state when it is in 
proximity to a suitable acceptor molecule and ’s are the rates (in inverse seconds, or Hz) at 
which different relaxation processes occur, identified by their subscripts (IC = internal 
conversion, ISC = internal system conversion, Q = collisional quenching, F = emission of 
fluorescence photon, FRET = transfer of excitation by FRET mechanism).  
The efficiency of FRET for a given donor-acceptor pair is defined as the ratio of the rate 
of the excited donor’s relaxation via FRET relative to the sum of all of the relaxation rates 
involved in donor de-excitation: 
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of a FRET pair. 
(A) Donor and acceptor fluorophores, represented as electric dipoles with specific  orientations 
and separation distance R. The donor is driven into an excited state by absorbing an excitation 
photon with energy hv. Two potential routes to donor de-excitation are via emission of a lower 
energy photon (fluorescence emission) with energy hv’ < hv, or energy transfer via FRET to a 
nearby acceptor fluorophore. The latter process results in driving the acceptor fluorophore into 
an excited state, from which it can relax via emission of a photon with energy hv’’ < hv’ < hv.  
(B) Chemical structures for the commonly used donor/acceptor fluorophore pair Cy3/Cy5. 
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Experimentally, it is typically infeasible to measure relaxation rates directly, and a 
ratiometric method of defining  is used that involves only the fluorescence emission 
intensities of the donor and acceptor molecules (Dahan et al., 1999; Deniz et al., 2001):
  
 
      2-3 
 
Where  is the measured fluorescence intensity from the acceptor molecule, and is 
the measured fluorescence intensity from the donor dye.  is a correction factor to account for 
differences in detection efficiencies and quantum yields for the donor and acceptor; often such 
differences are insignificant enough that  is assumed. It should be noted that  is 
usually assumed to be equivalent to  (Gell et al., 2006). Good quality data should show 
anti-correlated donor and acceptor fluorescence intensities (Figure 2-2); this is due to the fact 
that when  is high, the donor is transferring its excitation to the acceptor, rather than 
emitting fluorescence signal. Conversely, when  is low, the donor will preferentially emit a 
fluorescence signal, rather than participate in de-excitation via FRET.  
One of Förster’s foundational contributions to the study of FRET was his derivation of 
the expression for kFRET in equation 2-2 (Lakowicz, 2006): 
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Figure 2-2: Example EFRET trajectory and relationship between EFRET and R. 
(A) Example fluorescence signal trajectories for a donor (Cy3, green) and acceptor (Cy5, red) 
fluorophore pair. Note anti-correlated behavior of fluorescence signals. Also shown is the 
calculated EFRET = ID/(ID+IA) (blue). As the separation between the fluorophores increases, the 
EFRET signal decreases, and vice versa. (B) The relationship between EFRET and R for a 
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hypothetical donor/acceptor pair with R0 = 50 Å. The R-6 dependence results in a sigmoidal 
curve that reflects a quasi-linear region of FRET from ~0.5*R0 to ~1.5*R0. Measurements are 
most reliably made within this distance range. 
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where  is the orientation factor between the donor and acceptor dipole moments (explained in 
more detail below), is the quantum yield of the donor dye,  is the spectral overlap between 
the donor and acceptor dye fluorescence spectra (explained in more detail below),  is the index 
of refraction of the media in between the donor and acceptor,  is Avogadro’s number,  is 
the excited-state lifetime of the donor dye when no acceptor is nearby, and  is the scalar 
distance separating the donor and acceptor dipoles. All of the quantities in equation 2-4 are either 
measurable or (in principle) computable; two are given additional attention here. 
 The orientation factor  ranges from 0 to 4, and depends on the relative orientation 
between the transition dipole moments of the donor and acceptor (Lakowicz, 2006). In most 
experiments, both dye molecules are assumed to be in rapid rotational diffusion, with their dipole 
moments effectively sampling all orientations uniformly; in this case,  = 2/3. It is possible to 
set limits on  by measuring anisotropy values for the donor and acceptor and computer 
simulations can also be employed in this endeavor (Iqbal et al., 2008a,  2008b; Ouellet et al., 
2011). In much of the literature,  = 2/3 is assumed to be true; deviation from this value is 
generally not given much attention. 
 The spectral overlap  is a significant term to consider, because like  it depends on 
the photo-physical properties of the specific donor and acceptor molecules being used.  is 
defined by the shared area between the normalized donor emission spectra and the acceptor 
excitation spectra (Figure 2-3): 
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Figure 2-3: Illustration of spectral overlap parameter J. 
The excitation spectra (dotted lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) for prototypical donor 
fluorophore (Cy3, blue lines) and acceptor fluorophore (Cy5). Also indicated is a typical laser-
excitation wavelength for Cy3 (532 nm). The spectral overlap J is indicated by the shaded region 
defined by the area under both the donor emission and acceptor excitation spectra. Note that 
although J is shown here with reference to fluorescence spectra of the donor/acceptor, FRET is 
not the result of the exchange of any real photons. 
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Where  is the normalized fluorescence emission of the donor over the wavelength range 
, and  is the normalized molar absorption of the acceptor over the range 
. Donor and acceptor dyes should be chosen so that their spectral overlap is maximized 
(Haugland et al., 1969), and other photo-physical properties of the dyes should be considered as 
well. Both should have high quantum yields and not be prone to photo-blinking. Finally, dyes 
should be chosen such that their Förster radius (discussed below) is relevant to the length scales 
being investigated. 
Equation 2-4 can be usefully rewritten as: 
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Equation 2-6 and equation 2-8 when combined with equation 2-2 yields: 
 
  2-9 
 
This expression for  emphasizes the distance-dependent nature of FRET; because of the 
exponent, small changes in  between the donor and acceptor can result in a large change in 
measured . It is this distance dependence that renders FRET so useful as a molecular-scale 
ruler. By measuring the  for a given dye-pair experimentally (equation 2-3), one can then 
use equation 2-9 to determine the distance  separating the two molecules.  is called the 
Förster radius for a defined donor-acceptor pair, and denotes the separation distance at which 
50% FRET transfer takes place. The Förster radius is another important parameter to consider 
when selecting fluorophore pairs for an experiment, and depends on the exact dye pair that is 
used. 
 The relationship between  and  is shown in (Figure 2-2). From the plot it is clear 
that FRET is most useful for measuring distances that are similar to . At much smaller , 
 saturates to 100%; when  is much larger than , the effect of FRET is too small to be 
measured accurately. Typical  values for commonly used dye pairs (e.g., cyanine dyes 
Cy3/Cy5; (Mujumdar et al., 1996)) are around 50 Å; the measurable  range for such a dye pair 
is thus around 20-80 Å. Because this length scale is relevant in many biological processes 
(Selvin, 2000), FRET studies have proved profoundly useful in measuring protein dynamics and 
interactions at the molecular level. The FRET technique is well-suited for studying structural 
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dynamics and distributions in proteins and DNA (Figure 2-4) (Heyduk, 2002; Joo et al., 2006; 
Myong et al., 2006; Schuler and Eaton, 2008; Rothenberg and Ha, 2010); With high enough time 
resolution it is possible to directly observe conformational trajectories of individual molecules, 
allowing the direct measurement of kinetic parameters (Figure 2-5) (McKinney et al., 2003). 
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Figure 2-4: smFRET studies of G-Quadruplex DNA. 
(A) Fluorescently labeled G-quadruplex (G4) DNA consists of a long ssDNA featuring 
TTAGGG repeats. In the absence of cations the ssDNA is extended, resulting in a large 
separation between the fluorescent dyes and consequently low FRET (note EFRET peak in 
histogram at ~0.5). (B) In the presence of cations (here, 100 mM KCl) the G4 DNA folds up into 
a compact structure, bringing the fluorescent dyes close enough together and resulting in 
increased FRET (EFRET peak now appears at ~0.75). Note that the peak at EFRET ~0.27 is the so-
called ‘zero-peak’ and is not the result of FRET transfer (see section 2.2.1.1 for additional 
discussion concerning the zero-peak). 
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Figure 2-5: smFRET studies of HJ isoform transition rates. 
(A) Fluorescently labeled HJ structure, with fluorescent dyes on separate arms. (B) In the 
presence of Mg++ ions, the HJ adopts one of two structural isoforms, resulting in either high or 
low FRET. The rate of inter-conversion between the two isoforms depends on the concentration 
of Mg++. (C) A typical fluorescence signal from an experiment with the HJ of (A) showing anti-
correlated donor and acceptor signals (green = donor signal, red = acceptor signal) due to the 
process illustrated in (B). Dwell time analysis can be performed on such trajectories to measure 
interconversion rates for different experimental conditions.   
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2.2 CONSTRUCTION OF A SINGLE MOLECULE FRET MICROSCOPE 
(Parts of this section appear (Fagerburg and Leuba, 2011)) 
 
The principle challenge involved in measuring smFRET is the same as that of measuring single-
molecule fluorescence- namely, achieving a sufficiently high enough signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
to be able to discern the fluorescence signal from a single molecular dye-pair (Moerner and 
Fromm, 2003). This challenge is usefully attacked from three directions: 1) use of photo-
physically robust fluorophores, 2) minimization of background signal, and 3) employing high-
sensitivity detectors. The first of these aspects is perhaps the easiest to address, and may be 
considered for each separate experiment, whereas the latter two represent important decisions 
that must be settled before construction of an instrument can begin. Practically speaking, 
smFRET microscopes for biological use are typically based on either a wide-field microscopy 
system using total internal reflection methods to reduce background or else a confocal geometry 
for both excitation and observation (Ha, 2001). Each of these options has its specific advantages 
and disadvantages, and also determines the type of detector that must be used. 
 Instruments based on a confocal geometry rely on extremely small (ideally, 
diffraction limited) confocal excitation/observation volume to cut down on background 
fluorescence signal (Figure 2-6) (Zheng et al., 2007). This is typically in the femto-liter (10-15 L) 
range, and only molecules within this volume will contribute to the measured fluorescence 
signal. At small enough concentrations, detection of signal from individual molecules is possible, 
either as they freely drift through the confocal volume in solution (yielding data for milli-second 
time scales), or for longer periods of time if they are attached to the surface of a flow-cell (up to  
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Figure 2-6: Basic confocal microscope geometry. 
A confocal microscope shares the same excitation optics layout as a standard epifluorescence 
microscope. An incoming excitation laser beam is directed through a microscope objective by a 
dichroic mirror; this dichroic allows fluorescence signal to be collected from the same objective. 
The advantage of a confocal microscope depends on a small pinhole (~10 um) that is precisely 
positioned at the back focal point of the microscope objective. This pinhole blocks all light rays 
that do not originate from the front focal point  of the microscope objective (in reality, these 
‘points’ are actually diffraction limited volumes of ~fL size), effectively eliminating the 
background signal produced by molecules outside of this defined (confocal) volume. 
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minutes-long time scales). It is the nature of confocal microscopes to report signal only from the 
confocal volume, whose minimum size (under ideal conditions) is diffraction limited. This 
means that a confocal microscope requires only a point-source detector such as an avalanche 
photo-diode (APD), but it also means that in order to acquire an image, the confocal volume 
must be physically scanned (typically using a piezoelectric stage) over the field of view. APDs 
are fast and extremely sensitive detectors, and the virtue of a confocal-based smFRET 
microscope lies in its ability to achieve high time resolution (Moerner and Fromm, 2003). 
However, when recording data from surface-bound molecules, unless the microscope is driven 
by an automated stage it is quite difficult to manually collect a large number of single molecule 
traces (Sabanayagam et al., 2004). 
In contrast, a wide-field smFRET microscope is based on a standard inverted optical 
microscope geometry, and can collect data from many hundreds of molecules in parallel, albeit at 
slower time resolution (Selvin and Ha, 2007; Harris et al., 2008). In order to achieve single-
molecule sensitivity, a CCD camera with enhanced sensitivity must be used, and additional 
considerations for selective fluorescence excitation must be made (Ha, 2001; Moerner and 
Fromm, 2003). Typically, an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) is used as the detector. The 
amount of time it takes to read a full frame of data from the CCD determines the maximum 
possible time resolution for data acquisition; current technology sets this around the 10 ms time 
range (100 Hz data acquisition rate)(Moerner and Fromm, 2003). In order to eliminate as much 
fluorescence background as possible, it is necessary to implement some form of total internal 
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) technique (Axelrod et al., 1984; Moerner and Fromm, 2003). 
TIRF requires that an incident light source be reflected off of a surface at an angle greater than 
the critical angle determined by the optical properties of the surface and the surrounding medium 
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(Axelrod et al., 1984). This results in the light being totally (internally) reflected by the surface, 
while producing a thin region of electromagnetic field on the opposite side of the surface (Figure 
2-7). Only fluorophores that are within this region will be excited; in a typical smFRET 
experiment molecules are attached to the surface so that they can be observed for long time 
periods. Typically, TIRF illumination is implemented using excitation lasers that are either 
directed through the microscope’s objective (and thus forming an evanescent field on the interior 
surface of a flow-cell coverslip), or coupled to a flow-cell via a prism (resulting in an evanescent 
field formed on surface farthest away from the microscope objective) (Figure 2-7). Both are 
relatively straightforward to set up; the objective-based system is perhaps more reliable in the 
sense that the evanescent field is always the same shape and at the same position, while the 
prism-based system generally yields slightly higher SNR and is more amenable to experiments 
involving flow (Ha, 2001). 
We chose to construct a prism-based TIRF wide-field smFRET microscope primarily for 
the advantages it offers in collecting large numbers of molecular data traces in parallel, while 
under flow. These features allow for experiments in which proteins and reagents are injected and 
their effects immediately after (or indeed, during) injection are measured on an entire population 
at the same time. Such experiments are not possible in a confocal microscope, as individual 
molecules can only be observed one-at-a-time. 
It is my sincere hope that in addition to providing the technical details of the hardware 
and calibration protocols used in this work, the following sections will also be useful for future 
operators of the smFRET instrument here described. 
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Figure 2-7: Schematic of evanescent field in a prism-based TIRF microscope. 
(A) In a prism-based TIRF microscope, the incident excitation laser beam is coupled to the 
flowcell by a fused silica prism so that it encounters the flow-cell surface at an angle greater or 
equal to that of the critical angle (θcritical) of the flow-cell/buffer system. (B) This results in total 
internal reflection of the beam at the flow-cell surface, establishing an evanescent field on the 
interior surface of the flow-cell. The evanescent field penetrates a few hundred nanometers into 
the flow-cell, and will only fluorescently excite molecules within this region. Attaching labeled 
molecules to the flow-cell via biotin-streptavidin chemistries ensures that immobilized molecules 
can be monitored for long durations. 
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2.2.1 Description of Instrument 
The microscope used in this work is an improvement on an earlier design used in the lab, and 
was built on a floating optical table using a mixture of commercial components and custom 
hardware fabricated in a machine shop (Figure 2-8). It is a prism-based total internal reflection 
fluorescence (TIRF) microscope employing a stripped-down commercial base (Olympus IX71). 
Prism-based TIRF rather than objective-based is employed because the former allows for 
injection of samples into the flow cell while imaging. In a prism-based TIRF system, the 
molecules under study reside near the comparatively thick and rigid microscope slide; in an 
objective-based system, the molecules being observed are near the much thinner coverslip, which 
can deform under the small pressures of sample injection leading to defocusing and consequent 
loss of signal (Selvin and Ha, 2007).   
The excitation optics consist of two lasers; a 532 nm solid state laser (CrystaLaser) is 
used to excite donor molecules, and a 637 nm solid state laser is used to excite acceptor 
molecules (Melles Griot) (see section 2.2.1.1 for more details). The output power of both laser 
beams are attenuated using metal-film neutral density filters. Acceptor laser output is 
additionally modulated using an opto-mechanical shutter (Uniblitz); the donor laser’s output is 
modulated directly with TTL logic signals. The 637 nm laser path includes two first-surface 
mirrors on gimbaled mounts, allowing for fine adjustment of the laser path, which is essential for 
proper ALEX function. The two beam paths are combined with a dichroic mirror (Chroma 
Technology), directed to the TIRF microscope stage via first-surface mirrors, and further 
directed to a Pellin-Broca prism through a convex focusing lens (f~35 mm). The prism is 
coupled to the flow-cell slide via optical grade oil; it refracts the incident laser light and (if the  
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Figure 2-8: Homebuilt wide-field TIRF smFRET microscope. 
 (A) Rear view of microscope showing optical paths. Labeled components are: (1) solid-state 
excitation lasers, (2) commercial microscope base, (3)  dual-view emission optics, (4) EMCCD, 
and (5) microscope stage with prism mount. (B) Close up of prism mount and excitation laser 
focusing lens. A flow-cell is under the prism, ready for imaging by microscope. (C) Schematic 
showing simplified optical layout of TIRF smFRET microscope. Inset shows example ALEX 
pulse control signals on labeled lines, as generated by pulse control circuit. Shown is a pulse 
train for directly exciting acceptor molecules every 10th image. 
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system is configured correctly) ensures that it is incident on the flow-cell slide at an angle greater 
than the critical angle, resulting in total internal reflection of the laser beam at the slide surface 
and establishing an evanescent field just inside the flow-cell (Figure 2-7) (Axelrod et al., 1984). 
The laser focusing lens is mounted on an armature whose three principle axes are controlled by 
micrometers (Figure 2-8B). By adjusting these micrometers the position of the reflected laser 
spot on the flow cell slide (and thus the position of the evanescent field within the flow-cell) can 
be fine-tuned with a high degree of control. 
 Fluorescence emission is collected through a 60x 1.2NA water-immersion objective 
(Olympus) and first passes through a 550LP (Chroma Technology) filter to remove any scattered 
donor-excitation laser light. The fluorescence emission is next split into two separate paths via a 
DualView unit (Optical Insights, Inc.) that contains a 610 nm dichroic mirror and additional 
optics for each path. Wavelengths shorter than 610 nm are sent down the donor signal path, 
where they are additionally filtered by a 580/40 nm bandpass filter (Chroma Technology); 
wavelengths longer than 610nm are sent down the acceptor signal path, where they are filtered 
by a 660LP filter (Chroma technology). Filtered donor and acceptor path fluorescence signals are 
finally imaged onto separate halves of a thermo-electrically cooled EMCCD (Andor iXon). 
Using the optics described here, the system images a field of view that measures 90 μm by 90 
μm; while the dual view is being used, this yields images that effectively cover 90 μm by 45μm, 
spectrally resolved into both donor and acceptor wavelength ranges (560 nm – 600 nm and > 660 
nm, respectively). Because the Andor iXon EMCCD chip contains 512 by 512 pixel elements, 
each on-screen pixel represents ~175 nm per side. 
 The performance of the microscope described here was originally characterized by 
imaging G4 DNA samples (Figure 2-4). These experiments allowed us to verify that the 
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instrument could discern single molecule fluorescence signals at sensitivity suitable for the 
measurement of smFRET and also enabled the measurement noise levels on such signals. 
Subsequent experiments with rapidly flipping HJs (Figure 2-5) further allowed us to characterize 
the microscope’s performance when data was collected at maximum time resolution.  
2.2.1.1 ALEX System 
Of special note in the smFRET system described here is the fact that it employs two excitation 
lasers- one directly excites donor-dye molecules, while the other is used for directly exciting 
acceptor molecules. Used together, they can alternately directly excite donor molecules in one 
frame, and acceptor molecules in the next frame in a scheme called ALEX (Alternating 
Laser Excitation) (Kapanidis et al., 2004). This confers the advantage of regularly interrogating 
active acceptor molecules, allowing one to identify signals originating from true composite pairs 
of donor/acceptor molecules. This, in turn, enables the suppression of the so-called ‘zero-peak’ 
which often appears in smFRET histograms as a large population of apparently low-FRET 
signals, and is due to the inclusion of fluorescence data from molecules that contain only an 
active donor dye (Kapanidis et al., 2004). Eliminating such a zero-peak enhances the lower-end 
range of FRET measurements that can be made and also makes it easier to identify blinking 
events, which are potentially long-lived states during which an acceptor dye molecule emits no 
photons (and which are easily mistakenly identified as low-FRET transitions). 
These advantages become possible because of the additional information that direct 
acceptor excitation yields. With such a scheme one can measure both the fluorescence emissions 
of donor and acceptor dyes under donor excitation (  and ) as well as under acceptor 
excitation ( and ). Note that  is typically non-zero because of FRET, whereas 
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should be negligible because there is no ‘reverse-FRET’ mechanism. In addition to calculating 
FRET (which involves just  and ), it becomes possible to define a new quantity, 
defined as the stoichiometry parameter, S: 
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This value is very near one when  is zero (i.e. donor only case) and very near zero when 
is zero (acceptor only case). If  is nearly equal to  (under properly configured 
system, equal number of donors to acceptors) then S ~ 0.5. 
The utility of the S value becomes manifest when smFRET-ALEX data is plotted as a 
two-dimensional scatter-plot, with S values along one dimension and FRET values along the 
other (Figure 2-9). Such plots make it immediately clear to the analyst whether or not the 
molecule under consideration is a bona fide FRET pair or not, by revealing where its 
fluorescence signals cluster. 
In order to record ALEX data, it is necessary to alternately excite the sample with two 
different lasers (one for direct donor excitation and the other for direct acceptor excitation), 
while ensuring that the laser excitation periods are synchronized with the collection of image 
data. In the instrument described here, this was achieved by using the digital ‘fire’ output line 
from the Andor iXon EMCCD; this line outputs a TTL-high logic signal while the camera is 
acquiring a frame of image data. The resulting pulse train is sent to a pulse-control circuit that 
produces the control signals for the donor and acceptor excitation lasers, firing only the donor  
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Figure 2-9: Scatter-plot of S versus EFRET for example smFRET pairs. 
The information gained from the ALEX technique allows for the calculation of both  EFRET and 
S at each time point. When these quantities are used to generate a scatterplot with  EFRET along 
the x-axis and S along the y-axis the resulting patterns enable graphical identification of signals 
originating from donor/acceptor pairs. Here the  EFRET and S values for a collection of 
molecules are plotted together to illustrate the three regions of interest. The region of S > ~0.8 
contains molecules with an active donor, but no active acceptor. Conversely, the region S < ~0.4 
contains molecules with only an active acceptor, but no donor. In this plot, signals centered 
around S ~ 0.7 represent an ideal range containing molecules with one active donor and one 
active acceptor. The value of S that this ideal range clusters around depends on the relative laser 
powers used to excite the donors and acceptors directly. Ideally, laser power is adjusted so that 
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directly excited lone donor emission is equal to directly excited acceptor emission; in this case 
the ideal range should cluster around S ~0.5. 
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laser for (N-1) frames, and then firing only the acceptor laser on the Nth frame (Figure 2-10); 
this sequence is repeated until all data has been collected. A jumper in the circuit allows the user 
to set the value of N from 2 (every other frame) to 15. Additionally, the pulse-control circuit 
contains two astable 555-circuits that are used to shape the duration of the laser control pulses.   
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Figure 2-10: Schematic of ALEX pulse-control circuit. 
The ‘CLOCK_IN’ pulse train originates from the EMCCD ‘Fire’ port, which transitions from 
logic-low to logic-high every time an image exposure begins and ends. The line marked ‘(to N)’ 
is connected to one of the pins of the 74154 chip, and selects how many frames of donor-excited 
images will be taken before an acceptor frame is triggered. The duty cycles of the pulses on the 
laser control output lines are shaped by further circuitry before being used to drive the excitation 
lasers. Sample pulse trains appear in Figure 2-8. 
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2.2.2 Data Collection, Calibration and Characterization 
Single molecule experiments generally demand exacting preparation of surfaces and reagents in 
order to minimize experimental artifacts that can lead to lower SNR (Rasnik et al., 2005; Heyes 
et al., 2007). Additionally, microscope and optics settings must be tuned to ensure that the 
instrument is operating optimally. The regular alignment and calibration of optical systems is a 
necessary step to ensure that data quality is as high as possible.  
We have adopted a standard geometry for experimental flow-cells that allows for two 
separate experiments to be performed while maintaining adequate clearance for prism contact on 
the microscope stage (Figure 2-11). The foundation of the flowcell (defining the surface on 
which the evanescent field will form, and also where the observed molecules will be bound) 
consists of a fused silica slide (Finkenbeiner) into which four 1.25 mm diameter holes have been 
drilled (Figure 2-11). Regular glass slides cannot be used, because they contain many 
microscopic imperfections that scatter reflected laser light, severely decreasing SNR. In order to 
minimize protein interactions with the slide surface, we coat all flow-cell surfaces with 
polyethylene glycol (PEG) before assembly (Fagerburg and Leuba, 2011). Fluorescently labeled 
molecules are attached to the PEG surface via biotin-streptavidin chemistry (Hermanson, 2008; 
Koopmans et al., 2008). Just prior to imaging, the flow-cell is injected with an oxygen scavenger 
buffer that also contains reagents to discourage photo-blinking of the donor and acceptor dyes 
(Rasnik et al., 2006; Kong et al., 2007).  
Preparing the microscope for data collection requires two major sets of considerations; 
CCD settings should be optimized, and laser optics should be adjusted for maximum SNR. Like 
all CCDs, EMCCDs exhibit a small amount of thermally-induced background noise called dark 
current (Moerner and Fromm, 2003). This noise is significant enough to obscure single molecule  
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Figure 2-11: Schematic of an smFRET experimental flow-cell. 
(A) Flow-cells are composed of three layers: a fused silica slide with 1.25 mm drilled holes 
forms the base, on top of which is fused a thin layer of Parafilm with sample chamber cutouts, 
followed by a standard coverslip. (B) The flow cell geometry is designed so that an attached 
sample chamber (consisting of a 1 mL pipettor tip) and capillary tubing (to allow for sample 
injection) will not obstruct the TIRF prism placement. 
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signals and should be minimized as much as possible by cooling the CCD chip. For all 
experiments described here, the EMCCD chip was kept at a temperature of -90 C using a 
thermo-electric cooler whose performance was further assisted by pumping an anti-freeze 
solution over it. Optimal settings were determined for the camera and used consistently for all 
experiments (see Appendix A for EMCCD settings). Important considerations for the laser 
systems include ensuring that optimal power levels are used, and also that the region over which 
the evanescent field is established is uniform.  
Establishing the evanescent field region requires directing the laser through the prism so 
that it encounters the flow-cell slide surface at angle greater than the critical angle (Figure 2-7, 
Figure 2-12). Looking down on the top of the prism/microscope stage will reveal a series of three 
laser spots, resulting from scattered laser light as (Figure 2-12B) 1) the incident laser beam 
crosses the oil layer between the prism and slide, 2) internally reflects at the slide surface, and 3) 
reflected beam again crosses the oil layer. The central spot of this series must be positioned over 
the center of the microscope objective; this is most easily achieved by adjusting the position of 
the laser focusing lens using the micrometer adjustment screws (Figure 2-12). The evanescent 
field region will be observable under the microscope via scattering due to imperfections on the 
slide surface within the flow cell. It should appear uniform in brightness and not contain 
interference fringes. If necessary, the axial position of the laser focusing lens can be adjusted to 
alter the shape of the evanescent field region. Laser power should be adjusted so that signal 
intensities are as high as possible, without saturating the EMCCD detector. For 100 ms 
exposures, ~7 mW of donor excitation power has proved sufficient.  
If all optics of the microscope have been adjusted correctly then the evanescent field 
should excite molecules over the entire field of view; individual molecules will appear as distinct  
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Figure 2-12: Establishing the evanescent field for smFRET excitation. 
 (A) Close up of the microscope stage, showing the optical path of the incident excitation laser 
beam. Mirror M1 and lens L1 must be adjusted so that the beam enters the prism and encounters 
the flow-cell at greater than the critical angle defined by the flow-cell slide/buffer interface. Fine 
adjustment of L1 is required to position the evanescent field above the microscope objective for 
imaging. (B) Looking down on the prism from above, three spots produced by scattered laser 
light are visible (spots not drawn to scale). (C) These spots are due to scattering from (1) the 
incident laser beam as it crosses the prism-oil-flow-cell interface, (2) the evanescent field 
produced by total internal reflection of the beam, and (3) the reflected laser beam as it again 
crosses the prism-oil-flow-cell interface. The position of L1 must be fine-tuned to set the middle 
spot (evanescent field) over the microscope objective. 
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spots several pixels in diameter, with a SNR between 10-20 (Figure 2-13). Before recording data, 
it is important to check that the signal intensities are not saturating the EMCCD’s range, which 
indicates either incorrect EMCCD settings, or an excitation laser power that is too high (Figure 
2-14). Note that we typically observe a small additional background signal (in addition to the 
background signal produced by dark current) when either of the excitation lasers is on, which is 
presumably due to insufficient rejection of scattered laser light. If the microscope has been 
properly tuned, this background should be at least an order of magnitude lower than the 
fluorescence signals of interest, and is dispatched via a thresholding step in the data analysis 
stage (see section 2.2.3).  
In order to improve peak finding during the data analysis stage, we implement a 
software-based adaptive mapping procedure that corrects for differences in distortion between 
the donor and acceptor signal paths. This mapping procedure requires that calibration data be 
collected using a sample consisting of Neutravidin-coated, 40 nm fluorescent spheres 
(TransFluoSpheres, Molecular Probes). These spheres yield fluorescence signals at both donor 
and acceptor wavelengths simultaneously. A 1 to 10,000 dilution of fluorescent spheres generally 
produces optimal coverage of the field of view; alternatively, images from multiple regions can 
be superimposed to achieve uniform coverage. These calibration images are fed as input to the 
IDL script ‘roughfretmap.pro,’ which requires the user to manually identify three signals on the 
donor side of the image and their corresponding signals on the acceptor side. This script 
generates a set of parameters for a rough, affine mapping of the donor onto the acceptor region. 
These parameters, as well as the calibration images are then used as input by 
‘tif_nxgn1_cm.pro,’ to generate a polynomial warping function to more accurately map the 
donor to the acceptor region.  
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Figure 2-13: Sample smFRET data images. 
 (A) Image acquired with donor excitation. Proper laser and EMCCD settings result in a uniform 
evanescent field and robust images. Image frames actually contain two copies of the same field 
of view (FOV): the left half shows the FOV imaged through donor emission optics, and the right 
half shows the FOV imaged through acceptor emission optics. Careful preparation of flow-cell 
surfaces and correct sample concentrations (typically 50 pM – 200 pM) ensure that signals are 
neither too crowded nor too sparse. Ideally, signal density should be such that the peak finding 
software identifies 200 – 350 signals per frame. (B) The same experiment under direct acceptor 
excitation. If the output power of both the donor and acceptor excitation lasers have been 
optimally matched then directly excited acceptor signals should be approximately as bright as 
directly excited donor signals. This function is used during the data analysis stage (described in 
section 2.2.3) to more accurately locate signal pairs. 
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Figure 2-14: Saturation of EMCCD yields poor data quality. 
 (A) This data was taken with a poor combination of EMCCD settings and excitation laser 
power. The intensity plot to the left of the image shows signal intensity for a single row of pixels 
in the image, and signal peaks exhibit flat plateaus that are diagnostic of EMCCD saturation. 
These saturated signals will result in incorrect EFRET calculations. (B) Data from the same 
experiment, but with laser power lowered so that saturation does not occur. Signal peaks (from 
the same row of pixels as in (A) ) are sharply defined.   
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In order to use ALEX effectively, the donor and acceptor lasers must be adjusted so that 
the evanescent field regions they produce coincide with each other. This is done by first aligning 
the beams so that they are co-axial when they emerge from the laser-combining dichroic (Figure 
2-8). This will typically bring the two evanescent field regions relatively close to each other; 
further adjustment is achieved by ‘walking’ the acceptor field position by adjusting the tilt of the 
two mirrors in its path. Donor and acceptor laser power must also be adjusted so that the donor 
and acceptor fluorescence signals are of comparable magnitude; in general, we have found that 
the acceptor laser power should be about 20-30% less than that of the donor in order to achieve 
this parity. It may also be necessary at this stage to adjust the pulse-shaping circuit described in 
section 2.2.1.1 in order to ensure that acceptor molecules are not directly excited at the same 
time as the donors. At high time resolutions there is sometimes a slight overlap in fluorescence 
signals due to residual acceptor excitation; this can be remedied by decreasing the duration of the 
acceptor laser control pulse. The difference in the relative fluorescence intensities of directly 
excited donors and directly excited acceptors will affect the calculated S values during data 
analysis. Ensuring that these intensities are comparable will yield signal clusters that are 
distributed in the central region of an S versus EFRET plot. This in turn will make identification 
of bona fide FRET pairs easier. 
2.2.3 Data Analysis 
Using the microscope described in sections 2.2.1-2, we collect 14-bit tiff image stacks using 
Andor’s proprietary imaging and CCD-control software package (Andor Solis). The size of the 
resulting image stack files depend on the imaging time resolution and the length of time that 
image data is collected. Image stack files are typically spooled directly to disk and must be 
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processed by a 90° rotation and horizontal flipping of the frame data. This is accomplished with 
the Matlab (MathWorks) script ‘tiffdir.m’. These transformed image stacks serve as the raw data 
for smFRET analysis and are further processed according to the procedure outlined in Figure 
2-15.  
Individual fluorophore fluorescence signals are first recovered from raw data image 
stacks using two IDL (ITTVis, now Exelis) scripts, both modified from original code kindly 
provided by the laboratory of Dr. Taekjip Ha. The IDL script ‘p_ffp_both_all.pro’ averages the 
first ten frames of a given image stack and uses this frame to search for candidate signal peaks. 
First the left half of this averaged frame (corresponding to the microscope field of view as 
imaged through donor-fluorophore optics, described in section 2.2.1) is mapped onto the right 
half (acceptor-signals) using polynomial transformation parameters determined by the mapping 
calibration described in section 2.2.2. The resulting search frame is half the horizontal size of a 
frame acquired from the CCD, and represents the sum of the donor and acceptor signals for all 
fluorophore pairs. Thus, regardless of whether a fluorophore pair is in a low-FRET state (i.e., 
mostly donor-signal), high-FRET state (i.e. mostly acceptor-signal), or intermediate-FRET state 
(i.e., roughly equal donor and acceptor signal), it will appear in the search frame with equal 
intensity. The search frame is then thresholded at a user-defined level; all pixels that are less than 
the threshold are set to a value of zero. The value of this threshold should be chosen so that it is 
well-above the typical CCD background level of a smFRET experiment (~200-300 counts, in our 
system), but well below the range of bona fide fluorophore fluorescence signals. Typically, a 
threshold value of 1000 meets these criteria. Next, ‘p_ffp_both_all.pro’ searches for candidate 
signals in the thresholded search frame by identifying the pixel coordinates of isolated patches of 
maximum local intensity. Each patch is assessed on the basis of size and how well it is described  
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Figure 2-15: Flowchart of smFRET data analysis process. 
Program names with a .m extension are matlab scripts; program names with ‘.pro’ extensions are 
IDL scripts [all code is attached to ETD]. The mapping step (dashed box) does not need to be 
carried out every time data is taken.  
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by a Gaussian intensity distribution. True single-pair molecular signal sources should image as 
optical point-sources, with a nearly Gaussian intensity profile whose diameter is determined 
(approximately) by the diffraction limit (~300nm in the case of our optics and excitation 
wavelength). Signal patches that are significantly larger than this, or that fail to exhibit a 
Gaussian intensity distribution are likely either aggregations of dye molecules or other artifacts, 
and are excluded from further analysis. At the end of its execution, ‘p_ffp_both_all.pro’ outputs 
an indexed list of candidate signal coordinates; each set of donor signal coordinates is paired 
with the coordinates (transformed according to the mapping parameters described in section 
2.2.2) of its corresponding acceptor signal.    
This list of donor/acceptor signal coordinates becomes the input for the second IDL 
script, ‘simple_ap_all.pro,’ which is responsible for extracting the fluorescence intensity 
trajectories for each donor/acceptor pair. This is accomplished by simply stepping through each 
image in the image stack and integrating the pixel values within a 5x5 box centered on the signal 
coordinates previously identified by ‘p_ffp_both_all.pro.’ Additionally, the local fluorescence 
background is removed from each signal at this stage (Fagerburg and Leuba, 2011). The result of 
this stage is a binary file containing the donor and acceptor fluorescence intensity values for each 
signal identified in the images, over the course of the entire image stack. 
The final stages of data analysis consist of identifying and selecting bona fide smFRET signal 
traces from single fluorophore pairs, followed by statistical analysis appropriate to the 
experiment being performed. All of this is done in Matlab using custom written scripts. The 
selection of traces is facilitated using the script ‘alexviewr.m’ (source code for this program is 
reproduced in Appendix B). This script reads in all of the signal intensity data output by 
‘simple_ap_all.pro’ and displays a user-friendly interface for viewing/selecting trace data for 
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individual molecules one-at-a-time (Figure 2-16). It splits the signal data into two sets of 
donor/acceptor fluorescence signal trajectories- one corresponding to the frames recorded under 
donor-laser excitation, and the other corresponding to frames recorded under acceptor-laser 
excitation. In addition to displaying these separate trajectories, the script 
also displays the calculated FRET trajectory (using ) for the given molecule, and 
renders a scatter-plot of S versus FRET. This latter feature makes it easy to identify signals that 
originate from a single molecular dye pair. As described in section 2.2.1.1, these signals occupy 
a defined region of the S versus FRET scatter-plot centered around S ~ 0.5; if quality of the data 
is high, the script can be configured to automatically reject molecules whose S values are outside 
of a proscribed range. Typically, however, the user will view traces from all of the molecules 
individually, saving those that exhibit the characteristics of single-pair signals (i.e. good S range, 
single-step photo-bleaching, and anti-correlated donor/acceptor dynamics). The ‘alexviewr.m’ 
script returns a matrix of fluorescence intensity trajectories for each of the molecules that the 
user has elected to save. These values can be subsequently used to calculate FRET and/or S 
values, which are then typically used to generate population histograms. The trajectory output 
data from ‘alexviewr.m’ is also amenable for use with vbFRET, a Matlab tool that analyzes 
FRET trajectories using a hidden Markov model to identify molecular states (McKinney et al., 
2006; Bronson et al., 2009).  
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Figure 2-16: Graphical user interface for smFRET trace selection software (‘alexviewr.m’). 
This software displays fluorescence signal trajectories for individual molecules one at a time, and 
allows the user to save or reject each trace. It also allows the selection of a user-defined portion 
of a trace, as well as specifying a particular molecule to view. Fluorescence signal trajectories 
from either donor or acceptor excitation are shown in separate panels. The calculated EFRET 
trajectory is displayed, as well as an S versus EFRET scatterplot and a histogram of EFRET values 
for the current molecule. 
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3.0  SMFRET STUDIES OF RECA FILAMENTS AND PCRA 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Helicases play essential roles in DNA replication, repair, recombination, and transcription 
(Singleton et al., 2007; Lohman et al., 2008). Whereas the major replicative helicase in bacteria, 
DnaB, actively converts double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) at the replication fork into single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) for use as a template by the DNA polymerase, other helicases such as 
PcrA and UvrD facilitate replication by removing various protein barriers from the DNA 
(Maples and Kushner, 1982; Petit et al., 1998; Benkovic et al., 2001; Petit and Ehrlich, 2002; 
Florés et al., 2005; Veaute et al., 2005; Bidnenko et al., 2006; Anand et al., 2007; Lestini and 
Michel, 2007; Fonville et al., 2010). One such barrier is the RecA nucleoprotein filament, which 
is formed during recombination or when RecA binds to ssDNA gaps to facilitate DNA repair. If 
these filaments persist on the DNA, they can impede an advancing replisome (Petit and Ehrlich, 
2002; Veaute et al., 2005; Lestini and Michel, 2007; Fonville et al., 2010). Thus, unregulated 
RecA nucleoprotein filaments can be detrimental to a cell and mechanisms must exist to regulate 
RecA function.  
One such mechanism involves disruption of RecA filaments by DNA helicases.  For 
example, the DNA helicase PcrA present in Gram-positive bacteria such as S. aureus and G. 
stearothermophilus disrupts RecA filaments by displacing them from the DNA (Anand et al., 
2007; Park et al., 2010). The homologous UvrD helicase from the Gram-negative bacterium E. 
coli also inhibits RecA-mediated DNA strand exchange and disrupts RecA filaments (Veaute et 
al., 2005; Centore and Sandler, 2007). This regulation of RecA function likely supports bacterial 
growth and survival since suppressors of a pcrA knock-out have been isolated in the recFOR 
genes that are involved in RecA-mediated recombination in Bacillus subtilis (Petit and Ehrlich, 
2002). Moreover, conditional PcrA mutants of B. subtilis exhibit a hyper-recombinogenic 
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phenotype, and E. coli UvrD mutants are rescued by PcrA (Petit et al., 1998; Petit and Ehrlich, 
2002). It is known that the ATPase and helicase activities of S. aureus PcrA and Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis UvrD are not essential for inhibiting RecA functions (Anand et al., 2007; Singh et 
al., 2010; Williams et al., 2011). Nevertheless, a recent report suggests that RecA filament 
disruption results from translocation of PcrA on ssDNA (Park et al., 2010). 
The RecA recombinase promotes ATP-dependent joint-molecule formation and the 
exchange of DNA strands between homologous DNA molecules (Cox, 2007a). RecA binds to 
ssDNA in the presence of ATP to form helical nucleoprotein filaments that serve as the 
scaffolding upon which homologous recombination occurs (DasGupta et al., 1981; West et al., 
1981; Cox, 2007b).  ATP binding, hydrolysis and product release play critical roles in RecA 
filament stability and function (Kowalczykowski and Eggleston, 1994). Binding of ATP to a 
RecA-DNA complex leads to the formation of the high-affinity ssDNA-binding state of RecA 
required for DNA strand exchange and other DNA-repair related functions (Menetski et al., 
1990). ATP hydrolysis by RecA induces the low-affinity RecA-ADP ssDNA-binding state 
required for its dissociation during subsequent stages of recombination. Since the nucleotide-
bound state of RecA determines its affinity for ssDNA, we hypothesized that the ATPase activity 
of RecA may play a major role in the disruption of nucleoprotein filaments by regulatory 
proteins such as PcrA.  
Here, we have used PcrA from G. stearothermophilus and single-molecule fluorescence 
approaches to study the mechanism of disruption of RecA nucleoprotein filaments. We 
demonstrate that ATP hydrolysis by RecA is essential for PcrA-mediated displacement of the 
recombinase from ssDNA. Our results show that the conversion of RecA from its high-affinity 
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DNA binding state (ATP-bound) to the low-affinity DNA binding state (ADP-bound) is required 
for the disruption of the RecA filament by a translocating PcrA.    
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.2.1 Proteins 
The G. stearothermophilus PcrA clone was obtained from Dale Wigley, and sub-cloned into a 
pET-14b plasmid with an N-terminal His6 tag. It was purified as described earlier after 
confirming the DNA sequence (Chang et al., 2002). E. coli RecA protein was a kind gift from 
Pierro Bianco. The RecA K72R overexpression clone was a kind gift from Michael Cox. 
Overexpression and purification of RecA and the RecA K72R mutant was carried out as reported 
earlier for wild-type RecA (Bianco and Weinstock, 1996). Protein purity was assessed using 
Coomassie-stained gels and concentration was measured using UV spectroscopy (on a Nanodrop 
instrument). 
PcrA functionality was verified using a helicase unwinding assay. Reactions containing 
20 nM PcrA and ~4 nM of tailed duplex DNA substrates (with either 5’ or 3’ ssDNA tails) were 
incubated 37 C for the indicated amounts of time (Figure 3-1). PcrA was incubated with DNA 
substrates for 5 min after which the unwinding assay was initiated by adding 3 mM ATP and 12 
nM of unlabeled 18 base common oligonucleotide. Substrates were prepared and annealed 
similarly to previously described work (Anand and Khan, 2004), however IR dyes (IDT) were 
employed rather than radioactive labeling of substrates. The products of the reaction were  
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Figure 3-1: PcrA directional unwinding assay gels. 
 (A) PcrA  3’ to 5’ unwinding activity is robust. (B) PcrA 5’ to 3’ unwinding activity is 
effectively non-existent, reflecting the directional nature of the translocase. Lane 2 in both gels 
contains substrate that was boiled at 95C for 5 minutes before loading.   
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resolved by electrophoresis on 10% native PAGE as previously described (Anand and Khan, 
2004). Gels were then imaged using the Li-Cor Biosystems Odyssey scanner that detects IR-dye.  
The ATPase activity for both wild-type RecA and K72R were compared using a NADH 
spectrophotometric assay (Figure 3-2) (Campbell and Davis, 1999b). 1 μM of each protein was 
incubated either in the absence or presence of ssDNA (a dT(40) substrate), and the change in 
NADH concentration was monitored using a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer.  
RecA and K72R were further assayed for functionality using a strand-exchange reaction 
(Figure 3-2). The strand exchange assay was performed as described previously (Anand et al., 
2007) except that the dsDNA substrate was radioactively end-labeled using T4 polynucleotide 
kinase (NEB) and ϒ32P-ATP (GE Life Sciences).  
3.2.2 DNA Constructs 
All oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. Fluorescent 
dyes were covalently attached to either the 5’ or 3’ ends of specific sequences. Sequences of all 
oligonucleotides used in this work appear in (Table 3-1). The principal construct used in 
smFRET studies, PcrA-Spool, was formed by annealing the park(dT40)Cy5 and park(dT40)Cy3 
oligonucleotides at a 1:1.1 ratio in a small volume (10 ul) of T50 buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 
50 mM NaCl). This reaction was heated at 94 C for 2 minutes then allowed to cool slowly on the 
benchtop overnight.  
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Figure 3-2: Comparison of wild-type RecA with ATPase mutant K72R. 
 (A) K72R exhibits greatly reduced ssDNA-dependent ATPase activity compared with wild-type 
RecA. (B) Schematic representation of RecA-mediated DNA strand exchange reaction. RecA 
forms an active filament on circular ssDNA that facilitates strand exchange from a linear, 
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homologous dsDNA substrate. Both strands of the dsDNA substrate are radioactively labeled, 
which allows tracking of the reaction products. (C) Comparison of DNA strand exchange 
activity of wild-type RecA and K72R mutant. Wild-type RecA is able to drive the strand 
exchange to completion, as evidenced by the increasing amount of ssDNA produced over time. 
K72R is able to initiate the strand exchange reaction by forming a joint molecule, but is unable to 
drive the reaction to completion. 
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Table 3-1: Oligonucleotide sequences used in this work. 
Unwinding assay labeled common oligonucleotide 
5’-/IR-Dye/-GCC TCG CTG CCG TCG CCA-3’ 
Unwinding assay 3’ overhang oligonucleotide 
5’-TGG CGA CGG CAG CGA GGC TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TT-3’ 
Unwinding assay 5’ overhang oligonucleotide 
5’-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT GGC GAC GGC AGC GAG GC-3’ 
park(dT40)Cy5 
5’-/biotin/-TGG CGA CGG CAG CGA GGC -/CY5/-3’ 
park(dT40)Cy3 
5’-/CY3/-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TGC CTC GCT GCC GTC 
GCC A-3’ 
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3.2.3 smFRET Experiments 
All smFRET experiments were carried out in flow-cells described in section 2.2.2, and data was 
collected using the prism-based total internal reflection microscope described in section 2.2.1.  
The buffer conditions used were as previously described for studying RecA displacement by 
PcrA (Park et al., 2010) and consist of PcrA Buffer: (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8; 10 mM KCl;  5 mM 
MgCl2). All experiments were performed by first injecting 50-200 pM of PcrA-Spool substrate 
into prepared flow-cell and allowing this to incubate for two minutes. Excess oligonucleotides 
were removed by injecting several flow-cell volumes of PcrA buffer before subsequent injection 
of proteins. Additionally, imaging buffer composed of an enzymatic oxygen scavenging system 
and a triplet-state quencher was present, consisting of 0.04 mg/ml bovine catalase (Roche 
Analytics), 1 ug/ml Glucose Oxidase (Type VII, from A. niger; Sigma), 0.4% glucose (Sigma), 
and 2mM Trolox (Acros Organics). All experimental data was collected at room temperature 
using 100ms time resolution with ALEX.  
Fluorescence signals for individual molecules were background corrected and FRET 
calculated for each frame as described in section 2.2.3. Normalized histograms were constructed 
from these data without any smoothing. We used consistent bin widths (0.02 EFRET units/65 bins 
total) and range (EFRET = -0.2 to 1.2) for all histograms; the number of points used to generate a 
histogram was typically >100,000. RecA disruption bar graph data was generated by summing 
the histogram data over all bins less than EFRET = 0.43. The percentage of disruption was 
determined using % disruption = (r-p)/r, where r is the sum of histogram data from an 
experiment including RecA, but prior to the addition of PcrA, and p is the same sum after the 
addition of PcrA. The percentage of repetitive looping bar graph was generated by summing 
histogram data over all bins greater than EFRET = 0.61 and calculating (p-r). These experiments 
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were repeated three times for each concentration of PcrA. Error bars in the graphs indicate the 
standard deviations for these triplicate measurements.  
3.3 RESULTS 
3.3.1 smFRET of RecA Filaments 
The PcrA-Spool oligonucleotide construct consists of a short (18 nt) dsDNA duplex with a long 
(40 nts) 5’ poly-dT tail (Figure 3-3). The terminal end of the 5’ dT tail is labeled with a cyanine-
3 (Cy3) dye molecule, while at the ssDNA/dsDNA duplex junction the opposite strand is labeled 
with a cyanine-5 (Cy5) dye molecule; together these form a matched donor(Cy3)-acceptor(Cy5) 
FRET pair. A biotin moiety at the other end of the duplex junction (and on the same strand as the 
Cy5 label) enables surface-tethering of the PcrA-Spool construct to the surface of the 
experimental flow-cell. Imaged in PcrA buffer with 1 mM ATP the construct exhibits a FRET 
population histogram with a mean at EFRET~0.4.  
The 5’ ssDNA tail functions as a substrate for the nucleation and growth of RecA 
filaments; with a binding footprint of 3 nts, it is expected that up to 13 RecA monomers can 
polymerize on this region. Because RecA filament formation has been shown to extend the 
contour length of the DNA to which it binds (Stasiak and Di Capua, 1982), formation of such a 
filament should lead to a dramatic decrease in FRET. There is no reason why the nascent RecA 
filament could not extend into the dsDNA region of the PcrA-Spool construct, however since 
this region lies outside of the fluorescently labeled ssDNA such a dsDNA-RecA filament would 
not be expected to affect the measured EFRET. 
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Figure 3-3: EFRET population histogram of PcrA-Spool substrate. 
PcrA-Spool is the principal substrate for the smFRET experiments reported here; it consists of a 
short dsDNA region and a long, ssDNA dT tail labeled with a Cy3 dye. The strand opposite the 
dT tail is labeled with a biotin moiety (for surface immobilization) and a Cy5 dye, forming a 
FRET pair with Cy3. In standard buffer with 1mM ATP, the population EFRET histogram for 
PcrA-Spool features a single peak at EFRET ~ 0.4.   
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3.3.1.1 RecA and ATP Yield a Dynamic Filament Population 
Incubation of RecA protein and 1mM (saturating) ATP with the PcrA-Spool construct leads to a 
substantial change in the shape of the FRET population histogram (Figure 3-4). This histogram is 
well fit by a dual-Gaussian distribution, with both peaks exhibiting similar widths (~0.07 EFRET 
units). One peak features a mean of EFRET=0.38 and likely results from naked PcrA-Spool 
molecules exhibiting unperturbed FRET. The second peak exhibits a much lower mean of 
EFRET=0.21, and is the result of RecA filament assembly on the PcrA-Spool substrate (Park et 
al., 2010). The assembly of a RecA nucleoprotein filament in the presence of ATP stretches the 
ssDNA by a factor of ~1.5 (Stasiak and Di Capua, 1982). This increase in extension between the 
Cy3 and Cy5 dye molecules leads to a reduction of FRET, producing the low-FRET peak in the 
histogram. The height of this peak depends on the concentration of RecA used; changing the 
concentration of RecA produces a correlated change in the amplitude low-FRET peak in the 
histogram. At high concentrations of RecA a higher proportion of molecules foster RecA 
filament formation, however an additional high-FRET population appears as well (Figure 3-5).  
This population is believed to result from nonspecific RecA interactions due to excess protein 
and was considered undesirable.  
The coexistence of two peaks- one representing RecA filaments and the other 
representing naked DNA reflects the dynamic assembly and disassembly of RecA on DNA in the 
presence of ATP as shown previously (Figure 3-4B) (Shan and Cox, 1996; Yu et al., 2001; Park 
et al., 2010). At 1 uM RecA, the filament population peak is about the same height and width as 
the naked DNA population peak, suggesting dynamic equilibrium conditions where an 
approximately equal number of molecules are bound up in a nucleoprotein state as those that are 
not; we decided to use this physiologically relevant RecA concentration as the standard for our  
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Figure 3-4: RecA and ATP form dynamic filament populations on PcrA-Spool substrate. 
 (A) EFRET population histogram from an experiment with 1 uM RecA and 1 mM ATP. This 
histogram is well fit by two Gaussian distributions, one with a mean EFRET =0.38 (i.e. naked 
DNA) and one with a mean EFRET=0.21 (extended RecA filament formed on PcrA-Spool). (B) 
Model illustrating the dynamic RecA filament assembly and disassembly process responsible for 
producing the histogram in (A).   
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Figure 3-5: EFRET population histogram of PcrA-Spool, 6 uM-RecA, and 1 mM-ATP. 
At high concentrations of RecA, a greater proportion of molecules foster RecA filaments, as 
evidenced by the greater peak height at low EFRET. However, a high-EFRET population also 
appears, suggesting that excess RecA in buffer is promoting additional interactions that 
complicate filament population analysis. 
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experiments. It is expected that the range of observed EFRET values between 0.2 and 0.4 are due 
to filaments of varying lengths, as individual RecA monomers cycle on and off of the growing 
and shrinking filaments. We were not typically able to observe FRET changes indicative of 
individual monomer addition or dissociation. 
3.3.1.2 Negligibly-Hydrolyzed ATP Analogs Lock RecA into More Stable Filaments 
RecA filaments formed in the presence of the negligibly-hydrolyzed ATP-analog ATPγS have 
been shown to be stable for many hours (Weinstock et al., 1981; Watanabe et al., 1994). When 1 uM RecA and 1 mM ATPγS are incubated with PcrA-Spool, the resulting FRET population 
histogram exhibits a single, well-defined peak at EFRET=0.2, indicating that all molecules have 
formed stable, extended nucleoprotein filaments (Figure 3-6). Interestingly, this peak is 
unchanged even if the flow-cell is rinsed with buffer and 1 mM ATP is subsequently injected, 
demonstrating that the RecA-ATPγS filament does not exchange bound nucleotide with free 
nucleotide in the buffer.  
Similar results are obtained if ADP*AlF4 is substituted for ATPγS (Figure 3-6). This 
ATP-analog mimics the geometrically strained bond in the γ-phosphate of the bound ATP 
molecule at the moment just before hydrolysis takes place (Chen et al., 2008). 
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Figure 3-6: RecA and negligibly-hydrolyzed ATP analogs form stable filaments. 
 (A) Overlaid EFRET population histograms from experiments with 1 uM RecA, 1 mM ATPγS. 
RecA and ATPγS form stable filaments that do not exchange nucleotide with solution and are 
not displaced by PcrA. Histogram of wild-type RecA and ATP from (Figure 3-4) is shown in 
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gray for comparison. (B) Overlaid EFRET population histograms from experiments with 1 uM 
RecA, 5 mM ADP*AlF4. RecA and ADP*AlF4 produce similarly robust filaments that resist 
nucleotide exchange as well as displacement by PcrA. . Histogram of wild-type RecA and ATP 
from (Figure 3-4) is shown in gray for comparison.  
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3.3.1.3 A RecA ATPase Mutant Yields Stable Filaments with ATP 
The RecA mutant K72R forms filaments in vitro, but shows a substantial decrease in ATPase 
activity compared to wild type protein (Figure 3-2) (Rehrauer and Kowalczykowski, 1993; Britt 
et al., 2011). When 1 uM of K72R is incubated with PcrA-Spool and 1 mM ATP the resulting 
FRET population exhibits a single, well-defined peak at EFRET=0.2, indicating the formation of a 
stable filament (Figure 3-7). K72R also assembles stable filaments with ATPγS or dATP 
substituting for ATP. In all cases, the resulting FRET population histograms are identical (Figure 
3-7). FRET histograms of K72R and 1mM ATP are indistinguishable from similar histograms 
produced from experiments with wild type RecA and ATPγS or ADP*AlF4 (Figure 3-6), 
highlighting the role that RecA ATPase activity plays in destabilizing filament structure. 
Abolishing this activity, either by incubating RecA with negligibly-hydrolysable ATP analogs or 
by employing RecA mutants that lack ATPase activity leads to stable, long-lived filaments.  
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Figure 3-7: RecA ATPase mutant K72R forms stable filaments with a variety of nucleotide 
cofactors. 
Overlaid EFRET population histograms from experiments with 1 uM K72R and various nucleotide 
cofactors. K72R forms stable filaments on PcrA-Spool, even with ATP. . Histogram of wild-type 
RecA and ATP from (Figure 3-4) is shown in gray for comparison. 
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3.3.2 smFRET of PcrA and RecA Filaments 
Having demonstrated the ability of our system to distinguish naked DNA from RecA filaments, 
we set out to investigate the interaction of the PcrA translocase with such filaments at the single-
molecule level. In particular, we were interested in the requirements and characteristics of PcrA-
driven disruption of RecA filaments. If translocation of PcrA on ssDNA were sufficient to 
disrupt RecA filaments, RecA displacement should be insensitive to its nucleotide-bound state. 
To test this hypothesis, we compared the disruption efficiencies of RecA filaments assembled in 
the presence of ATP with those assembled in the presence of ATPγS and ADP*AlF4. We also 
assessed the ability of PcrA to remove the RecA ATPase mutant K72R from ssDNA.  
3.3.2.1 PcrA Exhibits ATP-Dependent Looping on a ss/dsDNA Junction 
PcrA has been shown to repetitively process the PcrA-Spool substrate; it remains stationary at 
the ssDNA/dsDNA junction and continuously reels in the ssDNA dT tail (Figure 3-8A). We call 
this continuous reeling process ‘repetitive looping' as described earlier (Park et al., 2010).  At the 
single-molecule level, this repetitive looping activity of PcrA produces a saw-tooth pattern of 
dye emission intensities and corresponding EFRET as it reels in the ssDNA tail in the 3’ to 5’ 
direction (Figure 3-8B). DNA translocation by PcrA bound at the ss/dsDNA junction brings the 
Cy3 donor dye at the 5’ end of the ssDNA tail into close proximity with the Cy5 acceptor dye at 
the junction, producing an increase in EFRET. Upon completion of one round of PcrA 
translocation on the ssDNA tail, the release of the ssDNA allows it to return to its starting 
position and restores the EFRET signal to the initial value of ~0.5. The frequency of this repetitive  
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Figure 3-8: PcrA translocase repetitively processes PcrA-Spool substrate in an ATP-
dependent manner. 
 (A) Model of the repetitive looping behavior of PcrA translocase. The PcrA molecule remains 
bound to the ssDNA/dsDNA junction and ‘reels in’ the ssDNA tail via its 3’ -> 5’ translocase 
activity. At the end of one cycle, the ssDNA tail is released and the process is repeated. (B) The 
rate at which PcrA reels in the ssDNA tail depends on the amount of ATP present. Fluorescence 
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intensity time traces (green = Cy3, red = Cy5) reveal that looping is slower at 5 uM ATP 
compared with 1 mM ATP. 
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looping is dependent on the concentration of ATP, with higher concentrations yielding faster 
looping behavior (Figure 3-8).  
When assembled into a histogram, these smFRET traces yield two populations of 
molecules with peak EFRET values of ~0.5 and ~0.8 (Figure 3-9). These populations reflect the 
cycling of the complex between low- and high-FRET states due to PcrA remaining bound at the 
ss/ds junction of the substrate and repetitively reeling in the ssDNA tail via its translocase 
activity. It should be noted that the binding of PcrA to the PcrA-Spool substrate introduces a 
slight shift from EFRET~0.4 (unbound PcrA-Spool substrate) to slightly higher EFRET~0.5 (Figure 
3-9); we believe the reason for this due to the isometric stabilization of the Cy5 dye due to the 
protein induced fluorescence enhancement (PIFE) effect (Myong et al., 2006). The PIFE effect 
leads to a small fluorescence enhancement of some fluorophores (including both Cy3 and Cy5) 
when a protein is nearby. It is likely that PIFE also affects the Cy3 signal in our substrate (due to 
proximal binding of RecA in a fully assembled filament), but this will result only in slightly 
lowering the observed EFRET for RecA filaments and is not expected to complicate our analysis 
any further.  
3.3.2.2 PcrA Displaces RecA Filaments in a Concentration-Dependent Manner 
The addition of PcrA to preformed RecA-ATP filaments reduces the population of low-
FRET molecules (FRET≤ 0.2); two populations of molecules with peak FRET values of 0.5 and 
0.8 appear under these conditions, which reflect the displacement of RecA by PcrA and the 
subsequent repetitive looping of ssDNA by the translocase (Figure 3-10). The efficacy of this 
displacement activity was found to increase with increasing PcrA concentration (Figure 3-11). A 
two-way ANOVA with triplicate measurements was performed on the data, revealing a 
significant difference between WT and K72R RecA on both percent RecA filament disruption  
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Figure 3-9: EFRET histogram of PcrA looping behavior on PcrA-Spool substrate. 
When looping traces like those in (Figure 3-8B, 1 mM ATP) are used to generate an EFRET 
histogram, the resulting distribution features a peak that is slightly shifted from EFRET~0.4 
(naked PcrA-Spool substrate) to higher EFRET. Additionally, the presence of an extended 
population out to high-EFRET reflects the looping of the PcrA-Spool ssDNA tail by PcrA. 
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Figure 3-10: PcrA disrupts RecA filaments in vitro. 
 (A) EFRET population histograms from an experiment with 1 uM RecA, 1 mM ATP, and 20 nM 
PcrA. Addition of 20 nM PcrA leads to a large decrease in peak height for the low-EFRET 
population (RecA filaments), and a concomitant increase in high-EFRET population due mostly to 
repetitive looping of PcrA-Spool. (B) Proposed model showing PcrA-driven disruption of RecA 
filaments aided by the translocase activity of PcrA.   
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Figure 3-11: Comparative disruption of RecA or K72R filaments by different 
concentrations of PcrA. 
 (A) EFRET histograms showing the effect of increasing PcrA concentrations on an initial 
population of either RecA filaments (top row) or K72R filaments (bottom row). When incubated 
with RecA filaments, PcrA causes a significant decrease in the filament population, and a 
corresponding increase in the EFRET population due to repetitive looping. In contrast, K72R 
filament populations are decreased to a lesser extent, and exhibit a comparatively smaller high-
EFRET population. PcrA concentrations above 40nM were not tested because of the risk of 
dimerization. (B) Quantification of experiments represented in (A), showing the greater extent of 
PcrA’s filament disruption activity on RecA compared to K72R filaments. (C) Quantification of 
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experiments represented in (A), showing the amount of high-EFRET population exhibited in RecA 
or K72R experiments. This population is due to PcrA’s looping behavior and is reduced in the 
K72R experiments. Details concerning the construction of these bar graphs can be found in 
section 3.2.3. 
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Figure 3-12: smFRET trace of PcrA disrupting a single RecA filament. 
An exemplary time-trajectory showing a single RecA filament disruption event; individual 
fluorescence intensities (green = Cy3, red = Cy5) are shown on top, and the calculated EFRET 
values are shown below in blue. The reporter molecule (PcrA-Spool) begins in a low-FRET state 
representative of an assembled RecA filament (red-shaded region). Over a 15 s period the system 
moves through mid-range EFRET as RecA molecules are displaced from the DNA by PcrA, after 
this the trace shows PcrA looping of the ssDNA tail of PcrA-Spool (blue-shaded region), 
indicating that all RecA has been removed. 
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[F(1,12)=79.4, p=1.2e-6] and percent spooling by PcrA [F(1,12)=59.3, p=5.6e-6]. The 
concentration of PcrA had a significant effect on both percent RecA filament disruption 
[F(2,12)=41.3, p=4.2-6] and spooling by PcrA [F(2,12)=27.2, p=3.5e-5].  Furthermore, there was 
no interaction between type of RecA on the PcrA concentration-dependent response of either 
RecA filament disruption [F(2,12)=1.2, p=0.34] or spooling by PcrA [F(2,12)=0.40, p=0.67]. 
PcrA concentrations were kept below 40 nM, because the enzyme is believed to dimerize above 
this range (Niedziela-Majka et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2008). 
In exemplary time traces, disruption of RecA filaments was observed as a gradual 
increase in the fluorescence intensity of the acceptor dye with a corresponding decrease in donor 
dye intensity followed by the saw-tooth pattern of dye intensities and FRET signal, consistent 
with the repetitive looping activity of PcrA (Figure 3-12). When RecA was injected into a flow-
cell containing pre-incubated, actively looping PcrA-substrate complexes, only minor pauses  
were observed in the single-molecule trace data; histograms both pre- and post-injection of PcrA 
are identical (Figure 3-13). These results demonstrate that under conditions in which PcrA and 
RecA can both hydrolyze ATP, the helicase readily disrupts the nucleoprotein filaments formed 
by the recombinase. Since the translocase activity of PcrA continues unabated after a fully 
formed RecA filament is disrupted, these results also suggest that wild-type RecA is not able to 
reassemble stable filaments in the presence of the translocating helicase.  
3.3.2.3 PcrA Displaces RecA Filaments Made with ADP 
Addition of RecA to the DNA substrate in the presence of 5 mM ADP reduced the peak FRET in 
more than one-half of the molecules from 0.4 to 0.2, indicating filament assembly (Figure 
3-14A) (5 mM ADP was used instead of 1 mM, so that results could be more easily compared to 
ADP*AlF4 experiments described below, where the higher concentration is needed to ensure  
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Figure 3-13: Addition of RecA has no effect on actively looping PcrA complexes. 
Overlaid histograms from an experiment where 1 nM PcrA and 1 mM ATP were pre-incubated 
with PcrA-Spool, producing actively looping complexes (blue). Even after the addition of 1uM 
RecA, looping continued unabated, and there is no change in the original histogram (green). 
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Figure 3-14: PcrA disrupts RecA-ADP filaments, but residual ADP reduces PcrA’s 
spooling efficiency. 
 (A) EFRET population histograms from an experiment with 1 uM RecA and 5 mM ADP (blue). 
Addition of 10 nM PcrA and 1 mM ATP leads to a decrease in peak height for the low-EFRET 
population (RecA filaments), albeit to lower efficiency than for filaments comprised of RecA 
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and ATP. (B) The spooling efficiency of PcrA is reduced in the presence of excess ADP, likely 
contributing to the lower filament disruption efficiency observed in (A). 
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ADP*AlF4 generation). Upon addition of PcrA and ATP, there was a 30% reduction in the 
population of molecules with a peak EFRET of 0.2. The concomitant increase in high-FRET 
population reflects repetitive looping by PcrA in the presence of RecA and ADP. These results 
demonstrate that PcrA disrupts low-affinity RecA-ADP filaments, albeit less efficiently than 
RecA-ATP filaments. This lower efficiency is likely due, at least in part, to the inhibition of the 
translocase activity of PcrA by the excess of ADP used to form RecA-ADP filaments, because 
both the translocase activity of PcrA as well as the displacement of RecA-ATP filaments 
decreased in the presence of excess ADP (Figure 3-14B). Because RecA has a higher affinity for 
ATP compared to ADP, it was not possible for us to flush out the PcrA-poisoning ADP without 
compromising the RecA-ADP filaments. 
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3.3.2.4 PcrA Cannot Displace RecA Filaments Made with Negligibly-Hydrolysable ATP 
Analogs 
In contrast with RecA-ATP filaments, RecA filaments formed with either ATPγS or ADP*AlF4 
are not removed by PcrA translocation. We first assembled either RecA-ATPγS or ADP*AlF4 
filaments on the ssDNA substrate. These filaments yielded a single FRET peak  of EFRET=0.2 in 
the population histogram as described in section 3.3.1.2. Next, the flow-cell containing the 
stabilized RecA filaments was washed with a buffer containing ATP to remove any free 
nucleotide analog that could inhibit PcrA, followed by the addition of PcrA in the same ATP-
containing buffer. In both cases, the distribution of FRET values remained unchanged, 
demonstrating that PcrA was unable to disrupt RecA-ATPγS or RecA-ADP*AlF4 filaments 
(Figure 3-6).  
We confirmed that residual ATPγS was not responsible for the failure of PcrA to disrupt 
these filaments by performing a control reaction in which the DNA substrate was treated with 
ATPγS in the absence of RecA, washed with a buffer containing ATP to remove ATPγS, and 
subsequently incubated with PcrA and ATP (Figure 3-15). The results showed that the substrate 
molecules exhibited both low- and high-FRET peaks of 0.5 and 0.8, respectively, consistent with 
the repetitive looping of ssDNA by PcrA.   
3.3.2.5 PcrA Displaces Filaments Made from a RecA ATPase Mutant with Lower 
Efficiency 
To determine whether PcrA can disrupt stable K72R-ATP filaments, we tested the 
disassembly of these filaments using different concentrations of PcrA (Figure 3-11). At the 
lowest concentration of PcrA tested (1 nM), there was little disruption of K72R filaments 
(4±1%) compared to wild-type RecA (35±5%).  Differences in disruption of K72R and wild-type  
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Figure 3-15: Residual ATPγS does not impede looping by PcrA. 
Overlaid histograms from an experiment starting with DNA and 1 mM ATPγS (blue). Flushing 
the flow-cell with 1 nM PcrA and 1 mM ATP leads to robust looping behavior by PcrA, 
demonstrating that any residual ATPγS remaining in the flow-cell does not impede PcrA. 
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RecA filaments by PcrA were evident even at the highest concentration of PcrA tested (40 nM 
PcrA; 43±10% vs. 62±4%, respectively, for K72R vs. wild-type). Concentrations of PcrA higher 
than 40 nM were not tested in the displacement assays as previous studies have reported 
dimerization of PcrA above this concentration, which converts it to a processive helicase 
(Niedziela-Majka et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2008). These results showing that PcrA disrupts K72R 
filaments at a lower efficiency than those of wild-type RecA suggest that the formation of low-
affinity RecA-ADP complex is essential for filament disruption by the helicase.   
In addition to the differences in the displacement efficiencies, we noticed a striking 
difference in the percentage of substrates that exhibited an EFRET value ≥ 0.61 following the 
addition of PcrA. Depending on the PcrA concentration, there was a two- to ten-fold decrease in 
the high-FRET population in the presence of K72R compared to wild-type RecA (Fig. 3e). Since 
the high-FRET population predominantly reflects the looping activity of PcrA, our observations 
suggest that K72R has an inhibitory effect on the translocase activity of the helicase.  
3.3.2.6 RecA ATPase-Mutant K72R Compromises PcrA’s Looping Activity 
We tested the potential inhibitory effect of the K72R mutant on the translocase activity of PcrA 
by injecting K72R into PcrA looping reactions.  On ssDNA, PcrA translocates in a 3’ to 5’ 
direction, whereas RecA polymerizes in a 5’ to 3’ direction (Register and Griffith, 1985; 
Dillingham et al., 2000). In a “head-on collision” between the translocase and a polymerizing 
filament, the 3’ to 5’ ATP-dependent translocation of PcrA would be expected to be blocked by 
the 5’ to 3’ polymerization of K72R, which generates stable nucleoprotein filaments. To test this, 
we injected K72R mutant into a flow-cell containing pre-incubated substrate, ATP and actively 
looping PcrA. The saw-toothed EFRET trajectories (diagnostic of PcrA looping) were halted in 
many cases after the injection of K72R (Figure 3-16).   
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Figure 3-16: RecA K72R impedes translocation of PcrA on ssDNA. 
Fluorescence intensities of Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) during repetitive looping of ssDNA by 10 
nM PcrA on the smFRET substrate before and after the addition of 1 μM K72R at t=30 s (black 
arrow) . Corresponding EFRET values (blue) are also shown. Only data until t=70 s are shown. 
(A) Control reaction showing unabated repetitive looping of ssDNA by PcrA. (B)-(F) Inhibition 
of repetitive looping activity of PcrA by K72R filament formation.  
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This is in direct contrast with similar experiments performed with wild-type RecA, where 
injection of the recombinase had no effect on PcrA’s translocase activity (Figure 3-13) 
Following the addition of K72R, acceptor dye intensity dropped, with a corresponding decrease 
in FRET indicating the assembly of K72R filaments (Figure 3-16). The absence of saw-tooth 
pattern in EFRET or fluorescence signal intensities after the injection of K72R indicated that PcrA 
translocation was arrested by the filament formation. The EFRET histogram of observations post 
K72R injection showed an 82% reduction in the population of molecules that exhibited peak 
EFRET values ≥ 0.8 (Figure 3-17). The appearance of a new peak at 0.2 FRET under these 
conditions confirms the assembly of stable K72R filaments.  
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Figure 3-17: Addition of K72R arrests actively looping PcrA complexes. 
Overlaid histograms from an experiment where 1 nM PcrA and 1 mM ATP were pre-incubated 
with PcrA-Spool, producing actively looping complexes (blue). Upon addition of 1 uM K72R, 
looping was observed to be halted for many molecules. The histogram post-injection shows that 
many molecules have assembled a K72R filament and resist processing by PcrA (green).  
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The results presented here demonstrate that both the stability of RecA nucleoprotein filaments, as 
well as their ability to be removed by the PcrA translocase depends on the state of ATP 
hydrolysis within RecA. This is consistent with a model of at least two ssDNA binding states of 
RecA- a high affinity state where the recombinase has not yet hydrolyzed a bound ATP 
molecule, and a lower affinity state wherein ATP has been hydrolyzed to ADP and interacts 
more weakly with the ssDNA (Menetski and Kowalczykowski, 1985). Our data suggests that 
PcrA is only able to remove this lower-affinity RecA, highlighting the role that the 
recombinase’s ATPase activity plays in filament disruption and thus its importance in the general 
regulation of HR.  
Taken together, our results suggest that the ATPase activity of the recombinase is 
required by DNA helicases in order to disrupt nucleoprotein filaments for the regulation of 
recombination. It is possible that PcrA stimulates the ATPase activity of RecA as shown for Srs2 
and Rad51 (Antony et al., 2009). Alternatively, PcrA could utilize the basal rate of ATP 
hydrolysis by RecA to disrupt RecA filaments. Future studies will be directed towards 
understanding the role of protein-protein interactions and the intersubunit cooperativity of the 
RecA filaments in RecA filament disruption by PcrA and related helicases. 
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4.0  GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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4.1 RECA ATPASE ACTIVITY IS REQUIRED FOR PCRA-DRIVEN DISRUPTION 
OF FILAMENTS 
The work presented here demonstrates that the ATPase activity of RecA is essential for its 
displacement from ssDNA by PcrA, thereby identifying a novel component in the regulation of 
this recombinase by an essential helicase. Using a smFRET microscope built in-house, we were 
able to leverage the advantages of single-molecule techniques to gain insights into an important 
biological system. Our studies show that the translocase activity of PcrA alone is insufficient to 
displace RecA from ssDNA. Additionally, results from single-molecule experiments involving a 
head on-collision between RecA and PcrA on a ssDNA “track” show that the ATPase activity of 
RecA, which generates the low-affinity ADP-bound form of the protein on ssDNA, is essential 
for PcrA to remove this barrier, underscoring the significance of this enzymatic activity of RecA 
in its regulation by PcrA. In the absence of its ATPase activity, the RecA filament presents an 
insurmountable barrier to the translocase. We propose a new model for RecA displacement by 
PcrA that involves the hydrolysis of ATP to generate the low-affinity ssDNA binding state of 
RecA (Figure 4-1).  
The functions of the ATPase activity of RecA have been a topic of much debate (Cox, 
1994; Cox et al., 2005). It is dispensable for the SOS response, and also DNA strand exchange, 
except at stages such as branch migration and the bypass of heterologous inserts, which both 
require RecA dissociation (Cox and Lehman, 1981; Kahn et al., 1981; Kim et al., 1992). Studies 
have shown that ATPase mutants of RecA such as K72R and E38K/K72R exhibit reduced levels 
of in vivo recombination and DNA repair following UV treatment (Centore and Sandler, 2007; 
Britt et al., 2011). Taken together, these results suggest that the in vivo defects observed with  
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Figure 4-1: Model of PcrA-driven RecA removal dependent on RecA ATPase activity. 
In our revised model of PcrA-driven RecA filament disruption, individual monomers of RecA 
are removed by PcrA only if they are in a low-affinity DNA binding state. Transition to this state 
is dependent on RecA’s hydrolysis of bound ATP; until this ATP cofactor is hydrolyzed, RecA 
remains in a high-affinity DNA binding state and cannot be displaced.  
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these ATPase mutants of RecA might also originate from the inability of DNA 
helicases/translocases to disrupt stable mutant RecA filaments. 
While PcrA and related helicases appear to displace only specific proteins, others such as 
RecBCD and Dda can displace a range of proteins such as core histones and streptavidin 
(Eggleston et al., 1995; Petit et al., 1998; Petit and Ehrlich, 2002; Veaute et al., 2005; Krejci et 
al., 2003; Veaute et al., 2003; Florés et al., 2005; Bidnenko et al., 2006; Lestini and Michel, 
2007; Yeruva and Raney, 2010; Finkelstein et al., 2010; Fonville et al., 2010). These differences 
may be due to a broad range of mechanisms used to displace proteins bound to the DNA. In the 
case of RecBCD, it is clear that mechano-chemical forces generated as a result of helicase 
translocation are sufficient for displacing non-specific proteins bound to the DNA (Finkelstein et 
al., 2010). This is also the case for the disruption of biotin-streptavidin interactions by Dda (Byrd 
and Raney, 2004). However not all protein displacements by helicases can occur solely due to 
their translocation on the DNA, as translocation by itself cannot provide specificity during 
protein displacement (Anand et al., 2007; Antony et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2010; Ward et al., 
2010; Williams and Michael, 2010).  
Nucleoprotein filaments formed by recombinases such as RecA and Rad51 represent a 
novel impediment for a translocating helicase. In the absence of ATP hydrolysis, a filament 
represents a formidable barrier consisting of hundreds to thousands of protein monomers bound 
tightly to the DNA. Upon ATP hydrolysis, the change from high- to low-affinity DNA binding 
state of a recombinase protein could allow the helicase to sequentially displace monomers from 
these filaments. Our findings suggest reconsideration of a recent study reporting that PcrA 
dismantles RecA filaments by uniformly “reeling in” the ssDNA, implying that the translocase 
activity of PcrA alone is sufficient to mechanically disrupt RecA filaments (Park et al., 2010).  
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In contrast, our results suggest that PcrA and related helicases have evolved other, more 
subtle mechanisms in addition to translocation to efficiently displace protein filaments from the 
DNA, and that such displacement might require the active participation of both protein partners. 
Additional evidence for this view comes from observations made on the Srs2 helicase, which has 
been shown to stimulate the ATPase activity of Rad51 during the displacement of preformed 
Rad51 filaments from the DNA (Antony et al., 2009). In the absence of ATP hydrolysis, Rad51 
filaments present an insurmountable barrier for the translocating Srs2 similar to the situation 
with RecA filaments and PcrA. Such findings are consistent with the results presented herein and 
suggest that the ATPase activity of the recombinase is required by at least some DNA helicases 
and translocases for filament disruption, and that this may be a conserved theme in both 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 
4.1.1 A Revised Model for Displacement of RecA Filaments by PcrA 
Contrary to prior models of RecA filament disruption by translocases (Park et al., 2010), we find 
that there is a necessary role for the ATPase activity of RecA. We thus propose a revised 
filament-disruption model in which ATP hydrolysis by the recombinase sets the tempo for 
filament removal by a DNA translocase (Figure 4-1). Under this model, PcrA’s translocase 
activity is effectively blocked by RecA until it completes a cycle of ATP hydrolysis, resulting in 
a low-affinity binding state for the recombinase. At this point, PcrA is able to displace RecA and 
traverse 3 nucleotides, bringing it into contact with the next RecA monomer in the filament, 
where the cycle can start again. 
Although there is little information about the specific protein contacts made by PcrA and 
RecA, it stands to reason that the translocase can interact directly with only the 3’ terminal RecA 
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monomer in a nascent filament. This terminal monomer should be comparatively vulnerable to 
displacement both because of its direct interaction with the translocase, and also because it is 
involved in a RecA-RecA interaction with only one partner. It is presumed that RecA-RecA 
interactions throughout the filament are largely responsible for the filament’s stability, as ATP 
hydrolysis takes place throughout (Cox et al., 2005).  
Intriguingly, there is evidence in the literature that disruption of RecA filaments by UvrD 
depends on species-species parity between the two proteins (Singh et al., 2010). This  suggests 
that specific surface residues at the PcrA-RecA contact interface are conserved within specific 
organisms, and further raises the possibility that some sort of allosteric interaction may be 
involved in PcrA-RecA regulation. 
4.2 FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 
Although we have here established that the ATPase activity of RecA is required for filament 
disruption by PcrA, many questions remain unanswered regarding the mechanisms behind this 
requirement. Future work will focus on further characterizing the PcrA-RecA interaction and 
gaining more insight into the extent of PcrA’s influence on RecA’s ATPase activity.  
One of the larger questions left unanswered concerns the generality of the ATPase 
requirement for filament disruption. Stated another way, will helicases and translocases other 
than PcrA exhibit a similar pattern of RecA filament disruption, namely requiring the 
recombinase to turnover ATP in order to be removed? UvrD has been shown to displace RecA 
from DNA (Veaute et al., 2005), and is expected to perform similarly to PcrA; any deviation 
would suggest that our ATPase-dependent model does not describe complete process. It would 
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be worthwhile to investigate other helicases and translocases as well, however these must exhibit 
a 3’ -> 5’ activity in order to be amenable to our assay. An alternative route would involve 
extending our study to look at RecA filament disruption on dsDNA, in which case a larger set of 
candidate helicases and/or translocases could be studied. 
In a similar vein, it would be interesting to further investigate the disruption of RecA 
filaments comprised of recombinase from different sources. Previous research has suggested that 
species parity has a measurable impact on the efficiency of RecA filament removal by UvrD 
(Singh et al., 2010). Our experimental system allows us to look for such an effect directly in the 
PcrA-RecA relationship. Any evidence for such an effect would suggest the possibility of an 
allosteric component to the PcrA-RecA interaction, which would lend further support to the 
theory that PcrA’s translocase activity is not the sole factor in RecA filament disruption. 
Perhaps the most intriguing thread to pursue is whether PcrA, like its ortholog Srs2, is 
capable of stimulating the ATPase activity of the recombinase (Antony et al., 2009). Previous 
studies have shown that the ATPase activity of S. aureus PcrA is not required in its disruption of 
RecA filaments (Anand et al., 2007), but how it achieves this remains unknown. The possibility 
that PcrA causes the destabilization of RecA filaments by stimulating their ATPase activity is an 
attractive possible answer to this question. The most straightforward way to test this hypothesis 
hinges on the successful purification of a G. stearothermophilus PcrA mutant that is deficient in 
its ATPase activity. Such a mutant could be employed in our smFRET assays and its filament 
disrupting activity directly compared to that of wild-type PcrA. Given the sensitive nature of the 
smFRET technique even small differences in disruption rates are measureable, in principle. 
Biochemically, it would be illuminating to supplement our single molecule data with bulk 
measurements. These would be especially valuable with regards to measuring the ATPase 
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activity of the PcrA-RecA filament system. Such experiments will help to answer the question of 
whether or not PcrA has any effect on the ATPase rate of RecA. Although we attempted to make 
such measurements using a NADH-coupled spectrophotometric assay, the background ATPase 
rate of PcrA was too great to allow for any useful measurements. The use of a G. 
stearothermophilus PcrA ATPase mutant will eliminate this complication. Alternatively, it may 
be possible to employ a stopped-flow bulk ATPase activity to obtain equivalent information. 
A further avenue of work that has the potential for more general application involves 
adding a third excitation laser to the smFRET TIRF microscope described in chapter 2. The 
wavelength of the laser should be chosen to supplement the two already available (532 nm and 
637 nm); practically speaking this would suggest a blue laser, in the range of ~405 nm-488 nm. 
Such an addition would require an extensive reworking of the microscope emission-collection 
optics, as an additional channel would need to be added and the DualView unit (Figure 2-8) 
would need to be replaced with optics that split the image into three separate regions instead of 
two. Additional optics electronics would also be needed to incorporate and control the new 
excitation beam, although these additions shouldn’t pose any great difficulties. The principle 
advantage afforded by such a system is that it allows for the detection of a third fluorophore, 
which enables monitoring whether or not a labeled protein is present (Blosser et al., 2009). This 
ability can be used to great effect in dissecting both the stoichiometries of bound proteins, as 
well as in measuring kinetics. In the case of the work described here, a third fluorophore could 
be employed to report on the arrival (and departure) of a PcrA monomer to an assembled RecA 
filament. Such experiments would reveal how long a time PcrA was resident at a filament before 
disruption occurs. It should be noted that with sufficient planning, the three-laser system 
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described above could be also used for three-color FRET experiments, wherein two separate 
distances can be monitored in the same measurement (Hohng et al., 2004). 
In closing, it should also be noted that the PcrA-looping assay described here could be 
used to study other facets of the helicase. These include its ability to removal other barriers on 
DNA, such as SSB protein or G-quadruplexes. One intriguing application of such studies would 
be to determine an upper-limit to the amount of force that PcrA can generate by assaying its 
ability to navigate a variety of barriers, ranking these according to the amount of predicted free 
energy their removal would require. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANDOR IXON EMCCD SETTINGS FOR SMFRET EXPERIMENTS 
 
Appendix A- Standard EMCCD settings used for recording smFRET image data. 
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APPENDIX B 
ALEXVIEWR.M SOURCE CODE 
function [data labels don_only acc_only ] = alexviewr (fname) 
%% usage: [data labels]=tracepickr ('fname') 
% where fname is root file name 
% 
% 'data' is a 1xN cell array (N is number of molecule traces saved) 
% that contains N Tnx4 arrays of trace data 
% (columns are Dem_Dex, Aem_Dex, Dem_Aex, Aem_Aex) 
% 
% 'labels' is a 1xN cell array containing the names (filename + 
molecule#) 
% of the sources of the traces in data 
% 
%  'don_only' is reserved for traces from signals that contain only a 
donor 
%  dye (as identified by user) 
  
%  'acc_only' is reserved for traces from signals that contain only an 
%  acceptor dye (as identified by user) 
% 
% -these can be fed directly into vbFRET (as a .mat file) 
  
workdir= ('I:\Matt\junk\Analysis\');  %where the .traces file exists 
cd(workdir); 
timeunit=0.2; %define CCD frame increment in seconds 
  
  
%close all; % close all figure windows 
  
%% Definitions 
     
fid=fopen([fname '.traces'],'r'); 
len=fread(fid,1,'int32'); 
  
time = 2*timeunit*(1:len); 
  
Ntraces=fread(fid,1,'int16'); 
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disp(['Number of time traces: ' num2str(Ntraces/2) ', Number of frames 
is ' num2str(len)]) 
raw=fread(fid,Ntraces*len,'int16'); 
fclose(fid); 
  
%% prepare data structures for organizing trace data 
  
  index=(1:Ntraces*len); 
  Data=zeros(Ntraces,len); 
   
  Dem_Dex=zeros(len/4,Ntraces/2);       % vector for data points under 
donor-excitation laser  
  Aem_Dex=zeros(len/4,Ntraces/2); 
  
  Dem_Aex=zeros(len/4,Ntraces/2);       % vector for data points under 
acceptor-excitation laser  
  Aem_Aex=zeros(len/4,Ntraces/2); 
   
  data = {}; 
  labels = {}; 
  don_only = {}; 
  acc_only = {}; 
  
  Data(index)=raw(index); 
  Data = Data';                 % Nth column of Data contains Dem time-
intensity of Nth molecule 
                                       % N+1th column of Data contains 
Aem 
                                       % time-intensity for Nth 
molecule 
   
  %% read donor and acceptor traces into appropriate vectors 
   
  % index vectors to pull out appropriate intensity values 
   
  % for indexing rows (time-series) of Data 
  iDex = 1:2:len; 
  iAex = 2:2:len; 
   
  % for indexing columns of Data 
  iDem=1:2:(Ntraces); 
  iAem=2:2:(Ntraces); 
   
  i=1:Ntraces/2; % molecule # index 
  j=1:len/2;     % time index 
  
   % trace data is put into a matrix wherein each column n represents 
   % the intensity data from the nth molecule 
   Dem_Dex(j,i) = Data(iDex,iDem); % + beta*donor(i,:) 
   Aem_Dex(j,i) = Data(iDex,iAem);  %-beta*donor(i,:); 
    
   Dem_Aex(j,i) = Data(iAex,iDem); 
   Aem_Aex(j, i) = Data(iAex,iAem); 
    
   saved = 0; % number of traces saved 
   don_saved = 0; % number of donor-only traces saved 
   acc_saved = 0; % number of acceptor-only traces saved 
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   % for testing purposes 
   for i=1:Ntraces/2 
  
       Dem_Dex_plot = Dem_Dex(:,i); 
       Aem_Dex_plot = Aem_Dex(:,i); 
        
       Dem_Aex_plot = Dem_Aex(:,i); 
       Aem_Aex_plot = Aem_Aex(:,i); 
  
      trace_length = size(Dem_Dex_plot,1); 
      time = timeunit*(0:trace_length-1); 
      
      start_mark = 1; 
      end_mark = trace_length; 
     
        ready_to_continue = 0; 
     
        
        % depending on which frame the red laser data starts on 
        flip = 1;  % for now, just changing this value (in program) for 
each trace 
        if (flip == 0) 
            temp = Dem_Aex_plot; Dem_Aex_plot = Dem_Dex_plot; 
Dem_Dex_plot = temp; 
            temp = Aem_Aex_plot; Aem_Aex_plot = Aem_Dex_plot; 
Aem_Dex_plot = temp; 
        end 
     
        while ready_to_continue ~= 1       
              
             
  
            FRET = Aem_Dex_plot./(Aem_Dex_plot+Dem_Dex_plot); 
            S = (Dem_Dex_plot + Aem_Dex_plot)./(Dem_Dex_plot + 
Aem_Dex_plot + Dem_Aex_plot + Aem_Aex_plot ); 
  
            figure(1); 
            subplot(3,2,1); 
plot(time,Dem_Dex_plot,'g',time,Aem_Dex_plot,'r'); 
            title('Donor Excitation'); 
            subplot(3,2,3); 
plot(time,Dem_Aex_plot,'g',time,Aem_Aex_plot,'r'); 
            title('Acceptor Excitation'); 
             
            subplot(3,2,5); plot(time,FRET); 
              temp=axis; 
              temp(3)=-.2; 
              temp(4)=1.2; 
              axis(temp);   
              grid on; zoom on; 
              title('EFRET'); 
               
            subplot(3,2,[2 4]);  
            bounds=find(-0.5 < S & S < 1.5); 
            S=S(bounds);FRET=FRET(bounds); 
            bounds=find(-0.5 < FRET & FRET < 1.5); 
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            S=S(bounds); FRET=FRET(bounds); 
%             z=hist2d(FRET,S,20); 
%             surf(z); 
            scatter(FRET,S); 
              temp=axis; 
              temp(1)=-.2; 
              temp(2)=1.2; 
              temp(3)=-.2; 
              temp(4)=1.2; 
              axis(temp);   
              title(['Molecule ' num2str(i)]); 
              xlabel('EFRET');ylabel('S'); 
             
            subplot(3,2,6); 
            bounds=find(-0.1 < FRET & FRET < 1.1); 
            hist(FRET(bounds),100); 
              temp=axis; 
              temp(1)=-.2; 
              temp(2)=1.2; 
              axis(temp);   
            xlabel('EFRET Histogram'); 
             
            ans=input('(s)ave, (p)ass, (d)onor-only, (a)cceptor-only, 
(g)o to, (x)tract region, (r)eset view, (f)lip, or (e)nd?','s'); 
         
            switch lower(ans) 
  
                case 'g'  % go to molecule n 
                    nml = input('which molecule?'); 
                    i=nml; 
                     
                   Dem_Dex_plot = Dem_Dex(:,i); 
                   Aem_Dex_plot = Aem_Dex(:,i); 
  
                   Dem_Aex_plot = Dem_Aex(:,i); 
                   Aem_Aex_plot = Aem_Aex(:,i); 
                    
                    if (flip == 0) 
                        temp = Dem_Aex_plot; Dem_Aex_plot = 
Dem_Dex_plot; Dem_Dex_plot = temp; 
                        temp = Aem_Aex_plot; Aem_Aex_plot = 
Aem_Dex_plot; Aem_Dex_plot = temp; 
                    end 
  
                    trace_length = size(Dem_Dex_plot,1); 
                  time = timeunit*(0:trace_length-1); 
                     
                case 'e' % Skeletor option, rouse Battle Cat 
                    return; 
                     
                case 'r' 
                   Dem_Dex_plot = Dem_Dex(:,i); 
                   Aem_Dex_plot = Aem_Dex(:,i); 
  
                   Dem_Aex_plot = Dem_Aex(:,i); 
                   Aem_Aex_plot = Aem_Aex(:,i); 
                    if (flip == 0) 
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                        temp = Dem_Aex_plot; Dem_Aex_plot = 
Dem_Dex_plot; Dem_Dex_plot = temp; 
                        temp = Aem_Aex_plot; Aem_Aex_plot = 
Aem_Dex_plot; Aem_Dex_plot = temp; 
                    end 
  
                  trace_length = size(Dem_Dex_plot,1); 
                  time = timeunit*(0:trace_length-1);                   
                     
                case 's' 
                    saved = saved + 1; 
                    data{saved} = [Dem_Dex_plot Aem_Dex_plot 
Dem_Aex_plot Aem_Aex_plot]; 
                    labels{saved} = [fname '_mol'  num2str(i)]; 
                    ready_to_continue = 1; 
  
                case 'd' 
                    don_saved = don_saved + 1; 
                    don_only{don_saved} = [Dem_Dex_plot Aem_Dex_plot 
Dem_Aex_plot Aem_Aex_plot]; 
                    ready_to_continue = 1; 
                 
                case 'a' 
                    acc_saved = acc_saved + 1; 
                    acc_only{acc_saved} = [Dem_Dex_plot Aem_Dex_plot 
Dem_Aex_plot Aem_Aex_plot]; 
                    ready_to_continue = 1; 
                                         
                case 'p' 
                    ready_to_continue = 1; 
                     
                case 'f' 
                    %flip = mod(flip+1, 2); 
                     
                case 'x' 
                    figure(1); 
                    subplot(3,2,1); 
                    [X, Y] = ginput(2); 
  
                    new_start = abs(floor(X(1)/timeunit)); 
                    if new_start < 1 
                        new_start = 1; 
                    end 
                     
                    new_end = abs(floor(X(2)/timeunit)); 
                    if new_end>length(Dem_Dex_plot) 
                        new_end=length(Dem_Dex_plot); 
                    end 
  
                    if new_start > new_end 
                        drrrg = new_start; 
                        new_start = new_end; 
                        new_end = drrrg; 
                    end 
                     
                    Dem_Dex_plot = Dem_Dex_plot(new_start:new_end); 
                    Aem_Dex_plot = Aem_Dex_plot(new_start:new_end); 
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                    Dem_Aex_plot = Dem_Aex_plot(new_start:new_end); 
                    Aem_Aex_plot = Aem_Aex_plot(new_start:new_end); 
  
                    trace_length = size(Dem_Dex_plot,1); 
                    time = timeunit*(0:trace_length-1); 
  
            end 
             
        end 
     
    end 
end 
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